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AX Ali~SIS OP THE PRUI'l' AND VEOE'l'ABLE WHO:n.ESALE MARKETS 
A'l' IIIJiliEAPOLIS ABD S'f. PAUL, JIINBESOTA 
I. Introduction 
A. !!!! llarketing .9.! Fresh Fruit ~Vegetables Toda;y 
10 
As a result of rising incomes and recognition of 
fruits and vegetables as being important 1n the diet. a 
sharp rise in per capita consumption of such foods 1n the 
past several decades has reflected changed habits in eat-
ing. Per capita consumption of such products as potatoes 
and apples actually baa declined. However, consumption of 
citrus fruits has tripled, carrots quadrupled, and lettuce 
nearly doubled.* 
Figure 1 shows the important place of fruita and 
Fig. 1.--Trends in consumers' eating habits 
United Statea--l9lo-54, 
Source: 22, p. 10. 
it 86, P• 425. 
i 
. I 
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vegetables today. Though per capita consumption has 
dropped since 1948, it is second only to egg consumption. 
The collecting of these inere&sed stocks of 
perishable gvoda hsa involved their usembly over wide 
areas of the country, receiving these goods into the con• 
suming centers by rail, truck, and boat, and coordinating 
the assembly and shipment of these goods with the daily 
needs of the consumer. SUch coordination is vital in 
order to avoid oversupply with attendant problema of stor• 
age, price and waste, or undersupply with its resultant 
shortages and high prices. 
Extensive facilities in terminals, buildings, 
and local distri~~tion facilities are required for the 
handling of these goods in the consuming centers. The 
perishability of much of the food required, the near con-
stant increase in the variety and character of foods 
available, and the extent of the production areas has 
resulted in the establishment of extensive and modern 
facilities and systems :lb r the assembly and forwarding 
of these goods.* 
B. !!!! General Problem !!! !h_! Countq 
In 1936, 60 percent of the consumer's dollar 
spent for fruita and vegetables was used to P&f the d1a-
l2 
tribution costs from the farm to the consumer.• 
This waa considered an alarmingly ~1 cost of 
marketing these produce. Conseqaently, the Federal Trade 
Commission in a report to Congress on JUne 10, 1937, des-
cribed many unsatisfactory conditions existing 1n the 
marketing of fruits and vegetables and concluded that 
•improvement of ~ ot the unsatisfactory conditions 
calla for aetion on a large soale.• and that •each of the 
principal terminal markets should be studied• in order to 
bring about these improvements.** The United States De-
partment of Agriculture 1n that same year took on the task 
of surveying 40 major cities in en effort to develop in-
terest in improving the organisation, facilities, and 
practices of the large ter.inal markets. 
As a result of such interest, several cities 
sought measures toward improvements. However, many nota-
ble markets, including those 1n New York City, Philadel-
phia, Minneapolis and st. Paul, to name but a few, to this 
day have done practically nothing toward improving their 
produce markets. Perhaps largely as a result of the lack 
ot interest by these and other markets, 1n 1953 the u. s. 
Department of Agriculture reported that distribution costa 
since 1936 had risen from eo percent of the consumer's 
13 
dollar spent on fruita and vegetables to 70 percent.* 
The genuine concern b,- Congress in thie tr oblem 
1118& shown again bJ' ita passage of the Agricultural Market-
inS Act of 1946. This aot authorized an expanded program 
ot research. service. and educational work 1n agricultural 
marketil:lg. It pointed out that a prosperous agriculture 
depended on a sound, efficient, and privately operated 
system for distributing and marketing agricultural producta. 
Congress also declared a policy 
to promote through research, study, 
experimentation, and through co-
operation ~ng Federal and State 
agencies, farm org&nizations, and 
private industry a scientific 
approach to the problems of mar-
keting, transportation, and dis-
tribution of agricultural products 
similar to the scientific methode 
which have been utilized so auo-
ceastully during the past eighty-
four years in connection with the 
production of agricultural pro-
ducts so that such products 
capable of being produced in a-
bundance may be marketed 1n an 
orderly manner and efficiently 
<liatributed•** 
Whereas in the past. the greatest emphasis 11188 
plaoed upon problems ot production, to the ignoring of 
the problems of marketing. today it is recognized that 
production 1s but halt the problem. Equally important. 
* 8~1 P• 2. 
** lilY• P• 22. 
if agriculture and the Nation is to prosper, is the need 
of •an efficient marketing system to distribute in an 
economical and orderly manner that .nich is produced."* 
c. ~ Problem in .!:9!..!!.!.!! ""'O""'it.;.;i;;,;;e;.;s 
The Wholesale produce markets of Minneapolis 
and St • Paul have by no means escaped the problem to 
which has been referred. Both cities were among the 40 
surveyed by the United States Department of Agriculture 
in 1938,.** but neither city has since done anything of 
arq aigni:ticance to improve ita situation. It is there-
fore the object o:t this thesis to determine the extent 
of the problem, and based on analysis, to make recommenda-
tions. if any. toward ita solution. 
Wholesalers of meats,. poultry. eggs and other 
:tooda were contacted by the tJ. s. Department o:t Agricul-
ture researchers in 1952, and based on their observations 
and on the statements o:t the wholesalers, it was deter-
mjned that no real need for improved facilities in market-
ing these products exists in the Twin Cities.*** 
D. Importance .2!_ .E!!_ Study 
The importance of the study can perhaps be 
justified only insofar as the Twin Cities market area is 
important in the wholesaling of fresh fruits and vegeta-
* 29, p. 23. 
** 791 PP• 83 and 115. 
*** 811• P• 2. 
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blea. Without going into detailed data at this intro-
ductory stage# the question of importance of the Twin 
Cities by this f'il·st criterion can quickly be convincing. 
Since before the turn of the Century, this market area has 
been the maJor supply area for almost all of the State of 
Minnesota, the eaate:rn half of the Dakotas, and northern 
Wisconsin. 
A second criterion on which the importance of 
this study might be Judged is whether others have ever 
attempted a study of the produce markets here. This can 
be answered strongly in the affirmative. As early as 1925 
was such a study made, end as late as 1963 by the Trans-
portation and Facilities Branch or the u. s. Department of 
Agriculture.# 
# Much of the data from this as yet unpublished report 
were obtained through a questionnaire prepared and sent 
by the writei' to the person filling it out, Mr. R. L. 
Childress, the chief economist of a team of marketing 
experts Who surveyed the Twin Cities wholesale produce 
markets 1n 1952-53. Various sections of this thesis, 
particularly chapter VI, are based on this question-
naire, a copy of' which ia filled out and placed in the 
Appendix. 
II. History of the Minneapolis and st. Paul Wholesale 
Produce Markets and Farmers' Markets 
A. 1J!! Beginnings .2£ Marketilljj Produce 
16 
No date appears on record as to when the first 
market started. It 1a known they existed in Ancient 
Greece, China. Bw'ma. and India long before the time of 
Christ. "Fairs" and "markets• were mentioned in the Old 
and Bew Testamenta. Somewhere along the development of 
CiVilization. people stopped being self-sufficient and 
started organiaing and specializing in work, and exchang-
ing products in order to acquire more goods faster than 
they could produce individually.• 
In the United Statea every colonial town had 
ita market place and general store. As the town grew, 
other businesses and industries sprang up around the mar-
ket place but gradually the various industries separated 
and fol'llled new centers of their own.** 
B. Early Marketing _!E ~Twin Cities 
The marketing of farm produce in the Twin Cities 
followed much the same unplanned, convenience-type pattern. 
where farmers brought their produce to town by boat or 
wagon and traded or sold it to consumers or retailers. 
Most families had to store their own foods in those days. 
Perishable fruita and vegetables were available only during 
* 8!_.! P• 3. 
** 87 1 PP• 14-15. 
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11Wl11001' months but the more durable products like potatoes, 
carrots, onions and deciduous fruita could be had the year 
round.* 
In 1649, st. Paul was the only trading post in 
the Borthwest. Ita commercial district had tour ware-
houses, several groceries, two drug stores, and one fruit 
and tobacco store. Most of the trade was retail but be-
cause of the position of st. Paul at the head of the navi-
gable part of the Mississippi River, supplies were soon 
being distributed by settlements along the river and st. 
Paul acted as the intermediary between the Northwest and 
the rest of the country. 
The levee at st. Paul was already 
a scene of bustling activity, where the 
boats from Galena, Dubuque, and St. 
Louie landed to unload passengers and 
freight, and to reload, mainly with 
turs, and to some extent with cran-
berries and ginseng, the first agri-
cultural exports from the dis trict.-~a 
The 25 years after the Civil War broug;ht lllllcy 
new settlers from the East and hundreds of immigrants from 
Germa117, Norway and Sweden. Agrioul ture was greatly stimu-
la~ and trade increased rapidly. st. Paul and then 
Minneapolis by 1880 were important distribution centers 
for fresh fruits and vegetables, especially potatoes and 
deciduous fruits. 
* 87, p. 7. 
** 40, p. 22. 
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l. ~ Development of ~ St. Paul Public Market 
As the population expanded the need for an 
established market grew. In st. Paul, a farmers' type 
market such as we have now was operating even before the 
city's incorporation in 1854. In 1869 a market place was 
established by ordinance and by 1879 the city council 
issued bonds for $40,000 to erect a public market building. 
By 1881 at a coat of $86,000, the bu11ding was completed. 
The DOW market was located at Seventh and Wabasha Streets 
and waa of the enclosed type with stalls running the length 
of the building and an alley for teams in back of the buUd-
1ng. As the city grew, this location became too valuable 
to be kept aa a lll8,rket. Also. the enclosed market did not 
provide facilities farmers needed. Consequently, the mar-
ks\\\ moved to West Third Street which became the .fruit and 
vegetable center of the city. The market soon outgrew 
these quarters also. 
In 1901, the city adopted an ordinance establish-
ing the Central Public Market of the City of st. Paul llbich 
is the same one 1n operation today at Tenth and Jackson 
streets. 
Aa the city expanded• the marketing of produce 
became more complex. lliddlemen became important in the 
marketing picture. Even before the turn of the century, 
the wholesalers started developing the market area at 
19 
Tench and Eleventh Streets. The row or multi-story brick 
warehouses they built are still in use today. Since 
building was done 1n the days of the horse and wagon, the 
front of these structures simply had narrow aidewalks with 
low curbs and alley space for the buyers' teams. Most of 
these houses had cool cellars for storing potatoes, apples, 
and other more durable foods.* 
2. The Development ~ ~ Minneapol1a Public Mark~ 
The Minneapolis market district developed in 
muoh the same manner as in st. Paul, except that the 
farmers' market had been privately owned at the beginning. 
Mr. Harlow Gale established the first market in Minneapolis 
1n 1876. Ria was a Wholesale-retail type market located 
at a building on First Street and Bridge Square. The first 
floor was the retail market and the curb was the wholesale 
market where the gar·denera parkea their wagons. At the 
beginning about 40 farmers patronised the market, but in a 
few years attendance increased to the point where the far-
mers not only lined the curbs or Hennepin Avenue halfway to 
Se()ond Street and nearly to the bridge, but overflowed down 
to First Street North to F:lr st Avenue North.** 
~o move the market end to provide facilities 
sufficient to meet the needs of a gi'owing city was not an 
* 53, PP• 226-24'7. 
** 42• PP• 203-204. 
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easy undertaking. In vain llr. Gale sought funds from 
capitalists 1n Europe aDd the United states. Not until 
the city offered the use of city water and made free from 
taxation any land that could be obtained, was the problem 
solved.. Mr. Camp and Mr. Walker .furnished thti money to 
build the Minneapolis Central City Market Company. 
'.rhe new market located at Sixth and Seventh 
Streets and Second Avenue Borth was a large three-story 
brick building w1 th an open court to accommodate the gar-
deners' wagons. 'l'hia building burned down two years a:fter 
its construction and Mr. Walker aasumed full ownership of 
the property Which was not subject to taxation again and 
very expenaive to operate. The retail part of the market 
had declined and was discontinued. The area had grown as 
a wholesale district and the wholesale part of the public 
:market was in the heart of it. The new market that was 
built wsa an open market owned and controlled by a corpora-
tion with Mr. Walker as chiet stockholder, but was operated 
under city franchise.• 
As the city grew and the market district business 
increased, the area became so congested that downtown traf-
fic in Minneapolis was greatly hindered. The City Planning 
Commission studied the problem and published a report 1n 
1937 which proposed that the central market relocate next 
21 
to the new f8l'lll.&ra t market... 'fhls new farmers' market was 
munioipally sponsored and built according to the proposed 
plan in 193'7, at 65 Lakeside Avenue. It is an open shed 
market with nine rows of stalls providing space for 60 
stalls 1n each row--a total c~~pac1ty o:r 540 stalls. Enough 
peripheral area was allowed for the wholesale cor.ll~I1ssion 
msrket to follow, but the move was never lllllde. The plan 
allowed for ample roam, efficient, modern facilities. 
direct rail service and more reasonable operating expenses, 
all characteristics that the old market area lacked.** 
However. Minneapolis was "doing a thriving wholesale businau 
despite its antiquated facilities and the dealers did not 
want to relocate."*** 
c. ~ !2!velopment of Transportation 
1. River Boats 
The transporting of f'rui ts and vegetable s has 
always been a maJor problem because of the highly parishab~ 
nature of these products. The waterways before 1860 were 
the ans-r to the transportation problem to St. Paul end 
Minneapolis. The Hiasissipp1 and Minnesota Rivers were 
important factors in the trade development of the Twin 
Cities. These water routes were closed about four months 
out of the year. however. because of' icy winter conditions. 
* 74. 
** 74• PP• 18-23. 
*** 110. 
Horse-drawn wagons and dog sleds were used for the limited 
winter traffic. 'l'bis was the picture of transportation 1n 
Minnesota until the Civil war.+ 
In 1862 the first railroad in ltlnnesota vias open 
for traffic--the St. Paul and Pacific• now a part of the 
Great Northern. The commercial future of the Twin Cities 
depended on railroads and the people worked hard in peti-
tioning the Government for more land grants for railroad 
linea. In 186~ the Winona and st. Peter Railroad waa 
started--now a part of the Chicago~ st. Paul, Minneapolis 
and Omaha Railroad. From 1864 to 1.880 Minnesota increased 
it. railroad mileage from 1.000 to 3 1 099 miles. and the 
'l'\ll'in Cities were well on their wa7 to becontl.ng important 
7ear-round produce marketa.-
The Twin Citiea are a direct rail route from the 
Pacific Northwest producing areaa to the Eastern and South-
em deciduous fruit markets. 'l'be apple growers of the 
Pacific Coast atationed repreeentatives at the Twin Cities 
to inspect fruit oars as the7 paaaed through on their wa7 
East. 
~. Motortrucks 
A source or competition to the railroads was 
* 40, pp. 27-28. 
- 40, p. 30. 
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motortrucks. Mr. Ward was the pioneer in st. Paul to dis-
card his teams in favor ot motortrucks and later, about 
1927, his sons developed one of the largest rural motor-
truck lines out of Winneapolis.o Although railroads were 
opposed to even local shipping by truck, the truck freight-
ing business expanded after 1918 for the principal reasons 
of high railroad rates, decreased railroad efficiency, car 
shortage, and improved public highways.** 
By 1925, truck service in the Twin Cities was 
more efficient and less expensive than rail also fo1• ship-
ping perishable produce short distances. As roads were 
improved they provided easy access to outlying growing 
areas. Another factor giving impetus to the growth of 
trucking in this area was the result of high freight rates 
during the depression, thus inducing the wholesalers to 
patronize truck lines because of their more competitive 
rates.*-
Although trucking is important for produce distri-
bution the Truck Term.inal has about 55 trucks today e.nd 
does only a negligible amount of trucking of fresh fruits 
and vegetables. The little hauling they do is usually 
within a 25 mile radius of the Twin Cities. The dealers 
today have taken over the Job of trucking and do most of 
* 39, P• 365. 
** 39, PP• 365-366, 
*** 86, P• 48. 
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the short distsnoe hauling themselves. Long distance haul• 
ing. however. is done mostly by contract carriers. Growers 
and wholesalers have not shown any particular interest in 
owning their own long-hauling trucks--they prefer to keep 
out of the transportation business.* 
D. Effects of Railroads and Trucks 
. - -
Upon !!!! Handl1y !!!, Produce 
The railroads and motortrucks not only effected 
a remarkable increase in the consumption of fresh fruits 
snd vegetables by providing these foods year-round, but 
also effected Changes in the marketing of these products. 
The dewmd for fresh fruits snd vegetables increased. New 
anc more remote areas were cultivated and the use of eom-
111ercial fertilizers to insure larger crops increased at a 
rapid rate•** 
E. Auction Houses .!!! Minneapolis .!!!!£ St. ~ 
By 1925 there were 2l brokers and G7 wholesalers 
handling fruita and vegetables in the Twin Cities. Most 
of the fruits 1nn1 sold here throuab auction houses. The 
railroad companies provided apace for fruit auction sales. 
Buyers were wholesalers, Wholesale Jobbers. and large re-
tailers• This type of sale was encouraged by the fruit 
growers of the Northwest and by the California Fruit Grow-
* 97. 
** 23• p. 25. 
era Exchange. for it as~ed tbem1 of being able to dis-
pose of large crops before spoilage set in. ~>ese fruit 
auctions later developed into fruit houses. The Omaha 
railroad line provided space for fruit auctions at oaoh 
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of the freight houses in the Twin Cities as ea.rly as 1885 
and auctions continued successfully until about 1930. 
Only deciduous fruits were sold at auctions, and at the 
highest point 0 90 percent of the carlots received of these 
fruits was sold this way. As chain stores and cooperative 
buying groups became more 1lnportant • however • auctions 
were no longer profitable--there was no need to break down 
large lots due to heavy volume buying. Also, it is bel1ev«a 
that auctioning in the Twin Cities became largely overshad-
owed by the strong Chicago auction market. Auctioning in 
the Twin Cities was finally discontinued altogether in 
1945 •• 
F. The Potato Market 
-
Until about 1930, Minnesota was one of the lead. 
ing potato producing states. The bulk of carlot potatoes 
shipped from North Dakota and Montana were billed to the 
Twin Cities or passed through on the way to other markets. 
From 1920 to 1925 potatoes were sold on a cooperative 
basis by the Minnesota Potato Exchange. It organized three 
different times in that short space of time but did not 
* llO. 
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succeed because or lack of funds and lack of cooperation. 
After that, potato dealers did little storing of potatoes 
in the Twin Cities area. Moat of the storing was done at 
warehouses at local potato-8h1pp1ng points in the produc-
ing aectlona.• 
A large ahare of the potatoes handled were sold 
for seed. Ohio, tisaou.ri~ al'ld Iowa took the largest part 
of the Early Ohio aeed, and growers in Texas, Oklahoma, 
and Arkansas bought the Tr1Wllph seed. The market for 
table stock waa centered in Illinois but extended into 
Iowa, Kissouri, Indiana, Kentuok.J, and Tennessee.** 
G. SWil!llar;y 
Thua the market district developed from the 
simple trading post to t'armers' market to the modern, 
complex market where maD7 middlemen cooperate 1n the bu7-
ing. storing, and distributing or perishable produce year 
round to the 8531 684 present population ot' the Twin Cities. 
'i'he old market has not ent1rel7 disappeared, although 
marketing trends are ever Changing. 
* 431 P• 281. 
** 43, P• 269. 
III. Importance ot the Wholesale Markets 
A. Volume Handled ~ Sources of Supplz 
1. Volume Handled 
~· wholesale truit and vegetable business of 
the Twin Cities is estimated at 25.000 carlot equivalents 
valued in 1962 at about 40 million dollars. All direct 
receipts of fruits and vesetables distributed through 
known wholesale outlets. not includ1ng sales by farmers 
on the two wholesale farmers• markets, accounted for 
about 22.325 carlot equivalents. valued at about 
$36.720.000 •• 
When considering the ext.nt of the volume 
handled., it is understandable that the marketing of these 
commodities could entail many and sometimes complex pro-
blema. Chapter IV attempts to describe the distributi.e 
fe.c111ties in both Minneapolis and St. Paul,. It will be 
pointed out how these facilities are in larse part old, 
inadequate. with the a egments of the market entirely too 
decentralized causing inefficiency in handling and costly 
duplication of facilities. What improvement measures 
have been adopted in the past, contained too little thought 
for tbe improvement of all produce market facilities re-
quired to meet effectively the present and future needa. 
The Wholesale market facilities through which 
* 91. 
the ccmeiderable volume of produce Jllllst move to serve the 
distribution area of the Twin Citiea include facilities 
tor Chain stores, farmers• markets, public cold storage 
warehouses, railroad companies, and other individuals and 
:t'il'llls aa well as the regular wholesalers. "These are the 
groups who occup,- the a tore buildings, receive the mer-
chandise by railroad carlota" or by truckloads 11and con-
solidate the m1m7 kinds and varieties of food products 1n 
facilities where they are displayed :for sale to retail 
buyers."* 
2. Sources of SUPPly 
Most of the produce received by rail 1n the 
Twin C1t1as in 1954 waa shipped fr0111 California, Central 
America, and Washinston State. Table I shows the top 25 
aources of rail shipmenta for 1964 with their volume of 
rail Oal'lolilds. 
Potatoea were received in the largest quantit,-; 
they accounted for about 2,100 rail carload&. Next 1n 
importance csme bananaa with 1110re than 1,500 carloads, 
and lettuce with 1,385. Other important co:mmodities were 
oranges with 860 carloads, cele:r,- and apples each with 
better than 700 oar1oads 1n 1954. Table II shows the 26 
different Yarietiea of fruita and vegetables that arrived 
in the 'l'w1n C1t1ea during 1954. The 2.077 carloads o:t 
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potatoes unloaded represented 60 percent of the total 
Table I 
Carlot Unloads of Fruita ~ Vegetables at the Twin Cities 
---
~ State ~ Origin--1954 
Production Ar- Rail Unloads 
1. California • • • • • • 5306 • 2. Central America • • • • 1.502 3. Washington • • • • • • 1.400 4. Arizona • • • • • • • 802 5. Texas. • • • • • • • 498 6. Colorado. • • • • • • 404 7. Idaho. • • • • • • • M2 8. Florida • • • • • • • 259 9. Montana . • • • • • • 179 10. Mexico • • • • • • • 134 
11. liorth Dakota • • • • • 108 12. Utah • • • • • • • • 83 13. Al.abama • • • • • • • 79 14. Oregon • • • • • • • 76 15. Minnesota • • • • • • 69 16. Canada • • • • • • • 52 17. Georgia • • • • • • • 40 18. Louieiana • • • • • • 34 19. Ouba • • • • • • • • ';:1 20. IUasiasippi. • • • • • 24 21. Illinois. • • • • • • 17 22. Iowa • • • • • • • • 17 23. Nevada • • • • • • • 16 24. Wisconsin • • • • • • 16 25. Tennessee • • • • • • 13 
Source: 82. 
potato arrivals of 3.410. 
Potatoes from both Washington and the Red River 
Valley region the year-round are diverted at Minneapolis 
and go on Eastward. Apples from Washington during their 
season of October to Kay are similarly diverted. The 
potatoes .from Cal11'orn1a, however, are not diverted but 
Table II 
Total Carl.ot Unloads ~ Fruits .!!'!! Vegetable!' at the 
--
~Cities !I Commodities--~ 
Commodities Rail Unloads 
1. Apples .. • • • • • 733 2. .Apricots • • • • • 51 3. Aaparagus • • • • • 18 4. Avocados • • • • • 15 5. Banane.s. • • • • • 1,502 6. Cabbage. • • • • • 138 7. Canta1oufe. • • • • 416 a. Carrots Bunched) • • 113 9. Carrots (Topped) • • • 238 10. Cau111'lower • • • • 51 11. Cele17 • • • • • • 759 12. Cherries • • • • • 79 13. Corn (Green) • • • • 39 14. Cranberries • • • • 3 15. Cucumbers • • • • • 29 16. Grape.fruit. • • • • '14 17. Grapes • • • • • • 256 18. Honeydews • • • • • 25 19. Lemons • • • • • • 153 
20. Lettuce. • • • • • 1,385 21. Mixed Vegetables. • • 291 22. Onions (Dr7) • • • • 252 23. Oranges. • • • • • 861 24. Peaches. • • • • • 718 25. Potatoes • • • • • 2,077 26. Tomatoes • • • • • 458 
Source: 82. 
are oonswned here •* 
Truck-receipt recorda .for this period were in-
complete as to points of origin. However, r•a11roads were 
* 110. 
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the most 1111portant method of transporting these products 
to the Twin Cities--they brought in 14•500 carloads in 
1952• or 72 percent of the total originating from out-of-
state. Motortrucks brought in the equivalent of 5•650 
carloads• or 28 percent.• 
B. I.!Eortance of Transportation 
1. Railroads 
More than two-thirds of the total volume of 
fresh fruits and vegetables hauled into the Twin Cities 
were handled by railroads in 1952, as stated in the pr~­
eeding section. In the same -,ear a total of 14•500 carlots 
valued at about $23.30o.ooo were hauled in by rail..** Al-
most 80 percent of these rail receipts enters Minneapolis 
while the balancing 20 percent is unl.oaded at st. Paul.*** 
The Twin Cities are served by nine railroads, 
four of which• the Rook Island• the Great Northern. the 
Burlington. and the Milwaukee, pla-, an important part in 
suppl-,i.J:lg the area with fresh fruita and produce. The 
Twin Cities have rail connections for perishable produce 
from the East. principall;y New York State. from Florida 
in the southeast. Louisiana and Texas in the South. Cali-
fornia. Colorado and Arizona 1n the Southwest, and Washing-
ton in the Far Northwest. 
* 91. 
- 91. 
*** 82. 
In addition to the important trans):lorting 
service, the railroads have pl.eyed important in making 
ave.il.able a considerable part of their facilities to the 
various produce hondlera. It cannot be denied that con-
struction of facilities by railroads bas been chiefly 
instrumental in dividing each of the two central n!arkets 
in Minneapolis aDd St. Paul, causing increased operating 
coste. However, the produce demands of the Twin Cities 
and their distribution area could not have been satisfied 
if it were not for these facilities. The Rock Island and 
the Milwaukee Railroads have done much to make available 
fruit houses in both cities.# Also, it is doubtful it 
chains could have grown aa rapidly as they have in recent 
years if it were not for the spur track connections mskilg 
rail connections directly ava1luble to these chain ware-
houses. 
2. ll®ortrucks 
-
A total of about 7,825 carlot equivalents, includ-
ing 2.175 from local growers, were hauled into the Twin 
Cities by truck in 1952.* It was estimated in 1938 that 
approximately 44 percent of the total fruita and vegetables 
brought into the Twin Cities •ae trucked to all parts of 
Minnesota, northern W1aeona1n, upper !J!iehigen, North Dakota 
I These fruit houses are provided as an accommodation; no 
tee or rental is charged. 
* 91. 
to Bismarck, South Dakota to Pierre, and occasionally to 
Winnipeg, Crmsda. Also, a few truck shipments were east 
and south into Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, and Nebraska,* 
Hov ever, today the outlying territory has shrunken so that 
trips are rarely made to Michigan. Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, 
Nebraska, or Csnada. Nor is Duluth any longer considered 
within this outlying territory. The net result is that 
about 44 percent of hauled-in produce is no longer Shipped 
out, but more realistically a figure of approximately 20 
percent•'-''* Why has the function of distribution to the 
outlying territory declined for the terminal markets of the 
Twin Cities? Edward Duddy anawera the question in thia way: 
• • • redistribution from those markets 
by truck. • .is now of considerably less 
importance than formerly when unloads 
were in a much higher ratio to population 
in those cities. OUtlying cities and 
towns are now being served directly by 
rail and by truck from the producing 
areas. For the central markets the 
function of area d1s tribution outside 
of the metropolitan a :rea has declined.*** 
3. Other Ileana .2f Transportation 
The Twin Cities market area is equipped with a 
well developed airport more centrally located (between both 
oitiea) with respect to the downtown sections of the two 
cities than is common in most cities. Fresh fruits and 
vegetables shipped in via air freight amounted to 7,540,486 
* 79, pp. 83 and 115. 
** 110. 
*** 86. 
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pounds in 1953; 7 • 9:31.850 in 1954; and 11.999,575 in 1955 •. 
No record of commodity breakdown exists, except 
that the leading air line caz7ying these produce estimates 
fresh fruita to constitute about 70 per•cent and fresh vege-
tables the remaining 30 percent.• Since approximately 
60,000 pounds of fresh fruits are equivalent to one rail 
carlot, and approximately 50,000 pounds of fresh vegetables 
are equivalent to one rail carlot,** and assuming the 70 to 
30 ratio between fruits and vegetables, a clear picture of 
these conversions to carlot equivalents for fruits and for 
vegetables is.preaented 1n Table III. 
Table In 
Pounds of Fresh Fruit! ~ Vegetables ~ Their Carlot 
Equivalents Shiwed ~ 2 ~Cities lli A!!: Frei~ 
1953-54.-55 
Fresh Fruita . Fresh Vegetables 
Oar!oi - Carlot 
Pounds Eguiv. Pounds Equiv. 
Total 
---=-:::..: .. ;car=i'""o-rt 
Pounds EquiT. 
7 C:A" 486 
• t.r.IN" ., 133 •. 3 
1954 5,552,295 92.6 2,379.555 47.6 7,931,850 140.2 
1955 8,399.,703 139.0 3,599,6'12 72.0 11,999,575 211.0 
Source: 100. 
* 102. 
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~ae shipments originate in the South. principall7 
California and Florida.* Moat orders are for the insti-
tutional trade, especially the better hotels. The com-
modities constitute primarily strawberries, blueberries, 
cherries, aaparagna, and the like, when out of season. 
Relative to rail and truck unloads into the 
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Twin Cities, these air freight quantities are still quite 
little. However, the substantial increase between 1954 and 
1955 lll.lly prove significant aa to the magnitude of the move-
ment of produce by air in tuture yesr•·** In any case. the 
products as now handled BlUst be unloaded 1'1 om the airplane 
into a truck for transport to their destinations. This truck 
movement would be necessary wherever a new market was built 
because it ia improbable that a market site of sufficient 
size could be found to accommodate an airfield as well as a 
market place. 
The final two meana of tr&lsportation, railway 
express and air mail, bear little discussion since the 
quantities of fresh fruits and vegetables which they handle 
are even less than those which are handled by air freight. 
No notable r1ae in amounts handled by these two carriers 
was dete~ed.*** 
c. Indepement Dealers .!!!2, Chains 
1. Independent Dealers 
Wholesale distribution of produce in the Twin 
* 103 .. 
** 52 .. _pp. 50-52. 
*** lw. 
Cities is made up of independent dealers, commission men, 
brokers, chain stores. i'armera, and various other con-
cerns. Though chains have shown rapid e,TOvth 1n recent 
years, the independent wholesalers are the more important 
groqp in the receipt and distribution of produce. 
The independent wholesale dealers 1n this area 
perform an important function 1n supplying fruita and 
vegetables to retail outlets 1n the distributive area of 
the market. 
In 1952 a total of 41 independent dealers 
operated Wholesale bua1ness establishments in the Twin 
Cities tor tho sale and distribution of fruits and vege-
tables. Number of empl.oyeea, including owners, managers, 
salesmen, and office workers were 91 1n Minneapolis and 
55 in St. Paul; laborere, including truck drivers, house-
men. repe.okers • numbered 148 in Minneapolis and 106 in 
st. Paul. The dealers in that year handled direct shiP-
Mnts approximating 13.9'15 carlot equivalents. Of the 
total volume handled by these dealers approximately 9,350 
car a were reee1 ved by rail direct, 3, 550 came by truck 
from distant producing areas, and 1,0'75 by truck from local 
farmers.• The total number of carlots of fruits and pro-
duce handled by independent dealers and chain s torea, in-
* 91. 
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eluding corporate, voluntary and cooperative, is shown in 
Table IV, 
Table IV 
Estimated Volume R£ Fruits ~ Vegetables ~ ~i ~olesale 
~ Jndependent Dealers ~ Chain Storea--1952 
Number 
Fail carlota 
Truck carlot equivalents 
rrom distant areas 
Truck carlot equivalents 
from local fal'li!IJ 
Totals 
Source: 91. 
Independents 
41 
9.~50 
3,.550 
1.075 
13,975 
Chain stores 
10 
5_.150 
2,100 
1,100 
8 350 
• 
Unlike larger wholesale centers like Chicago, 
Boston, and New York City, wholesale specialization in 
fresh fruits and vegetables, with the exc£ption of pota-
toes, does not exist in the Twin Cities. There are but 
two potato specialists located 1n the area, both in st. 
Paul, whc• repack loo-pounu sacks of this commodity into 
10-pound begs. Otherwiee, the looRl wholesalers do mostly 
aaBembling. "They have to carry a full, line in this rela-
tively small market."* On the other hand, there appears 
some basis for more specialization because of ineffieien-
* 110. 
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cias like duplication of facilities and low~volmJe buying 
by the various wholesalers. For ex~~le, the nature of 
tomatoes requires that they be ripened, graded, sized, and 
paclmged on the wholesale level; however. rather than hav-
ing a specialized house to deal in tomatoes, nearly 90 per-
cent of the independent wholesalers handle this i tam.·:< 
The !'unctions o:f packaging, grading, and sizing 
ar·e carried out only to a limited extant by the wholesalers. 
1lore of these tasks are being carriec. out b-,i the larger re-
tailers, but even more so by dealex·s at the maJor shipping 
points, especially in Florida, Texas, and Louisiana because 
of the lower labor costa existing there. To some extent 
the same applies to the shipping points in California des-
pite its high per capita income--Mexican "wet backs" as 
well as ordJ.nary migrato17 workers largely constitute 
California's cheap labor market.** Also, despite the high 
wage costs at the shipping points in the apple country of 
Washington, packaging 1a nonetheless carried on there be-
cause of modern, efficient production methods. For example, 
unit labor costs have been cut significantly since the ad-
vent of polyetheline packaging which has taken the pl!. ce 
of individual apple wrappings. 
2. Chains 
* 94. 
** 94. 
Table IV also shows the extent of chain store 
organizations doing business in the Twin Cities handling 
perishable produce. These Chains had a total of 155 re-
tail stores in 1948 in the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area.* 
In 1952 these chains distributed about 33 per-
cent ot the fruita and vegetables received in the Twin 
Cities, or about 9•350 ears. At least eight o£ these 
chains receive rail cars and truckloads of produce direotl7 
at their warehouses, but the7 are dependent on the average 
for about 20 percent of their .upply upon independent 
Wholesale dealers and other sources.# Of this total of 
8,.350. 5}.50 ears were received by rail• 2_100 by truck 
from distant areas. and 1.100 by truck from local farms. 
Although the independent dealers handle the 
majority of the produce in the Twin Cities. recognition 
must be g1 ven to the growth of chains in the handling of 
fresh f?uita and vegetables. Table V, showing the per-
centage change from 1936 to 1952 of total fruit and 
Tegetable; receipts for chains and independent wholesalers, 
gives a record of phenomenal growth of the chains. How-
ever, it must be pointed out that the independent whole-
salers still handle the largest part of the total fruita 
and vegetables of the Twin Cities. JUst how long they 
shall hold onto their lead depends upon the correction of 
I Baaed on interviews by the writer with chain store 
produce buyera in 1955. 
* 100. 
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several defects, many of whiCh are discussed in chapter V. 
Table V 
Unloads ~ ~ ~ Truck Carlot Equivalents ~ ~ 
~ f)i ties ~ !l.£.! 2!. Hand1er--l936-52 
Rail Truck 
xm 1952 J Chi. 1936 1952 $ Cljj. 
- - -
Independent 
,l361.2 'llboleaalera 111 6'11 9,3-50 -19.2 1,002 4,625 
Chains 1,150 5,150 /-347 .. 8 115 3,200 f-21J95.'1 
Sources: '19 and 91. 
IV. Description of the Present Market Facilities 
A. !!!! .::.Ce;::;:n::.;;t.::ra=l Markets 
41 
Central markets, in the literal sense, no longer 
exist 1n either Jlinneapolia or st. Paul,. for a nUlllber of 
reasons. Principall7, however, the reasons may be summed 
up into four: (l) 'fhe advent of heaV7 trucking; (2) the 
growth of corporate and voluntary chains; (3) decentralized 
rail facilities luring ~ wholesalers away from the cen-
tral markets; and (4) the out110ded facilities of the central 
markets. It ia the fourth reason for failure of the eentrd.. 
markets to remain dominant in the wholesaling of fresh 
fruita and vegetables, to which this section is devoted,# 
1. Description 9.! ~ Central Market _!!.! Minneapolis 
The present old central produce market in Minne-
apolis is located in the area bounded by 6th and 7th 
Streets and 3rd and 2nd Avenue North, about two blocks 
from the hotel and restaurant, or business section. 
M~ of the buildings, a number of which have 
been abandoned, are run-down, dilapidated structures. 
Figure 2 shows a recent picture of the front of a produce 
wholesale establishment. It will be noted that a fairly 
large refrigerator truck is parked parallel with the curb 
in readiness for unloading. lo raised platform is in 
I The first three reasons are dealt with in more detail 
elsewhere 1n this stud7. 
in evidence, and wt1at is worse, such activity must be 
carried out 1n the front of the store because of the 
alle~s at the roar measuring no more than about 20 teet 
in width being too narrow to acco~odate today 1 s modern, 
large trucks. 
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F~ure Z shows pictures of two establishments at 
different ends of the Market, displa~1ng m~ of the a~e 
weaknesses ae found 1n Figure 2, which typify tho poor 
state or facilitiee. 
Uany or these buildings have been built over 50 
years ago--built to acco111111odate har eo-drawn wagone. They 
not only are an e~e-sore but are dangerous and unaanita17 
as well. Man~ or the build1no• are two or more stories 
high, n1th all the implications of inoffic1enc1ea that 
accompany multi-story atructuroe .# It waa learned that 
ao~e of these buildings have unusable base~ents beoauae 
tbeJ are subject to rodent infestation and seepage. Leaa 
than half a dozon£orea have adequate platfo~ . 
Fig. 3.--~o Wholesale establishments ahowing the poor 
state of facilities . 
There are no whol esale proOuce etorea i n this 
area with rail connections . All produce handled by Whole-
Balers are trucked one blook or more from team traoks; and 
several bl ocks from fruit houaea . The principal team 
track used ia located at 6th Avenue North and 7th Stroot; 
the fruit hou1e at south 4th Street . See P1gurea 4 and 
5 for mapa of the market are as 1n the Twin Ci ties . Al-
though these mapa were drawn in 1930, they represent 
I See chapters IV and V for amplification. 
• 
• 
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today 1s situation by and large because of only minor 
changes having taken place over the paat 20 years. 
WH SALE FRUIT 
AND VEGETABLE MARKETS 
MINN APOLIS MINN 1836 
Fig. 4 .--Kap ahowins wholesale fruit and vegetable 
marketa in Kinnaapolia. 
Source: 79, p . 82 . 
Frontage to wholesale stores is extremely 
limited so that it is impossible for two large truoka 
on both aides to bac~ up to stores and permit the normal 
flow or trattio 1n the canter or the street. Passenger 
car traffic 1s particularly heavy 1n thia area because 
of a large parking lot in tho v1c.nity which used to be 
tho farmers' market.# See P1gure 6 , page 46, 
H The implications of its location are enaly~ed 1n 
chapter v. 
.. 
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~his area\ proz1m1ty to the downtown section o~ 
Fig. 5.--Kap showing wholesale fruit and vegetable 
markets in St . Paul. 
So~oe: 79• p . 114. 
the city accounts ~or the heavy use or this parking 
~acility. However. trucks and buyers• oars must find 
apace at the curb or the streets because of th• l~ok or 
adequate parking space for the dealars . Moreover. the 
fnct that most of tbe wholesalers service retail etores 
in the distribution area roakes it necessary that they 
bavo thoir own trucks in the front and rear of thoir 
stores to load out orders at the time buyers are making 
purchases . In maar instances more t~sn hal~ or tho 
available parking apace in ~ront of wholesale stores is 
occupied by the truoka of Who~e1elera . 
Fig. 6 .--Parking lot Wbere once 
w&e located the Minneapolis 
farmer• • market. 
Moat of the buildi~a are not fire-proof, al-
though they are mostly of brick or tar paper structure 
on the exterior and frame structure 1n the interior . 
Jlany of the build ieee have high ce1l1nga, some ao high u 
20 teet or more. The buildings front on about 12 feet of 
aidewalk which leaves very little space for whole8alera 
to display their produce . 
2. Desoriotion of !!!! Central Market ~ ~· Pl.lll. 
ln St . Paul t,e old oentTal market i8 located 
on Jackson at lOth and 11th streets. Euentially tho 
881118 situation exists in tbie ~~~arket as 1n Min.neapolia--
t~e buildings are old, dirty, danseroua, and 111-suitod 
to modern distributive methode . Today , only 13 indepen-
dent wholesalers remain located 1n this area. Figure 7 
shows more ot the inadequacies or one ot the streets be-
cause ot ita narrowness. 
Pig. ~.--Ble~entb Str et 1n St . 
Paul central marltet district 
shcwlng narrow passageway tor 
moving traffic . 
Some or the wholesalers along Jackson Street 
have taken up the practice in recent years ot selling to 
the oonaumer trade . Since this area is but two blocks 
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trom tne theater-business district ot St . Paul, pedestrian 
traffic is fairly prevalent. The farmers • market, being 
1J:U::Iadiately acre. s the street from the wholeaolers, which 
is used tor consumer parking during tho ott- sell1no hours, 
is perhapa tho chief reason tor finding considerable con-
sumer tra.N'io in the rtoinity. In tact, an area compris-
ing f~ur stalls at the tar, north end of tbe market is no 
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longer used by the farmers. due to the lessened selling 
activity on the farmers' market in recent years, ao that 
conswner parking is carried on here during the enti!·e 
day, the year round. In 1954 the City of st. Paul netted 
a revenue of $3.784.50 between part-day and all-dRy park-
ing, making possible for tho market "to become self-sup-
porting as well as assisting in retir·"ment of outstanding 
bonded indebtedness incurred when the market was built.~* 
Since the farmers• market is so close to the 
wholesale dealers' stores. the question might be asked• 
"'l'o whe. t extent does the f' al'lll6rs' marke t cut in on the 
wholesalers"? It is estimated that ab;;ut 19 percent ·of 
the sales on the public market goes to consumers.# This 
percentage would approximate $380.000 for 1954.** Data 
do not exist bearing out the extent or consumer purchasing 
at the dealers' stores; however. in the opinion of the 
secretary of the St. Paul Board of Trade, it has not been 
generally recognize,c. in the past that competition as con-
corns consumers exists between these two l1ll rkets. He ex-
plained that even now there is no "hot" competition for the 
consumer trade• otherwise the Wholesale dealers would open 
their stores on Saturdays when most consumers are doir~ 
If See section D in this chapter :for :further· discussion 
of the St. Paul farmers' market. 
* 68. 
** loo. 
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their buying on the public market. Undoubtedly- during 
the growing season, the farmers have the edge on the deal-
ers in attracting the consumers during their morning sell-
ing hours. But the dealers have a fUller line of fruits 
than do the farmers--the latter are quite limited to just 
berries, apples. although they do have a fairly complete 
line of vosetables. 
B. Jlew Market Areas 
-
In sharp contrast from these old centrul mar-
kets. is the prog:reas th~>t chains have made in the Twin 
Cities in recent yesrs. Two chains have established ware-
houses and offices in the outskirts of St. Paul on Como 
Avenue, and two others have established similar facilities 
about five miles outside of Minneapolis in the town of 
Hopkins. These establis~ents are supplied with direct 
rail treckage and good highway approaches, as well ns 
plenty of lower taxable land area to make economically 
possible the construction of modern, single-story build-
ings with all the conveniences of adequate space, mechani-
cal conveyors, more light and cleanliness, safety, and 
efficiency. 
A notable example is the new site of the Gamble-
f.obinson Produce Wholesale warehouse at 6•H-5th Avenue 
North in Minneapolis. This leading wholesaler of fresh 
and frozen fruita and vegetables 1n the Twin Cities had 
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been located in tho old produce market until it moved to 
its ~resent sito in December or 19~~ . Tho reason given 
for tho movo wao to acquire the same advantages as those 
sighted for tho retail ohaina , except that its location 
is still relatively oloee to the downtown area of the 
city. However, there ia no cramping tor space . In fact , 
the new site is but a half mile away frOM its former loca-
tion. ['owevor, a glance at each of tbtue sitos ree1sters 
a story of ahar~ contrasts--the old and conges~ed with its 
attendant 1neff1c1enc1os on the one hand, end the new and 
efficient on tho other . See Figure 8 aa it ccn.pa.rea with 
Figures 2, ~. 6, and 7, on pages 42, 4~, 46, and 47, re-
. 
spect1vel:z. 
Fig. a.--Two views of a modern fi~it tnd vegetable w~ole­
salo establishment in Winnsarolis. 
c. Transportation Fac111t1s~ ~ ~ ywin Cities 
1 . ! ailroa s 
The nock Islund FaHroad is b)' fE>.r tho ~o11t 1m-
portant line serving the Twin Cities with fresh fruits 
and vegetables. Of tho total produce arriving by rail, 
it has been estimated that this line hauls in about 65 
51 
percent.* Its fruit house 1n 1Unnea;1olis, located at 
lOth Avenue South and 4th Street, Which is about one mile 
away from the old Wholesale produce market, accommodatea 
45 freight cara at one time. The building was erected 
in 1930, and 1a constructed of steel with aluminum siding. 
The house can serve 20 motortrucks at the same time. Three 
sets of rail tracks run through the structure. 
The Rook Island enjoys a strong competitive ad-
vantage ove1 the other lines. This is attributed to its 
connection witb the South and Southwest where most pro-
duce originate.# 
This line finds itself in a favorable position 
for the second rees<~n that it has a "long haul" position, 
i.e., the percentage of haul 1s usually greatest for the 
Rock Island when sharing rate reverues with other lines 
in the overall• cross-country haul•** 
The facilities of the fruit house are provided 
gratis and are avai~able to all wholesalers. Five large, 
independent wholesalers are especially well serviced in 
that they share a large warehouse adjacent to tbe fruit 
II See pages 28-31 for an account of the sources of supply. 
* 110. 
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house. See Figure 9. 
Fig. 9.--Two views of a large fruit and vtgetable wbole-
'salers' building with a view also ar the adjacent Rock 
Island fruit house, Minneapolis. 
The Rock Island fruit bouse in St . Paul is also 
the leading one in that city, although it is smaller and 
less active than the one in Minneapolis . It is located 
about one mile away from the wholesale produce market in 
st . Paul, at 151 Fillmore Avenue East . It was built at 
the same time as the one in Minneapolis, exoept that it is 
smaller, accommodating 13 cars at the same t~e and 15 
motortrucks. It has two sets of tracks running through it, 
and i s built similar to the building in Minneapolis . 
The Milwaukee Railroad also has a fruit house 
in each of the two cities . Both buildings are alike in 
all respects, both being built in 1938, of brick con-
struction, with 18 oar and 18 motortruck capacity . Each 
has two sets of tracks running into the building. 
In the opinion of the Secretary of the St. Paul 
Board of Trade. the Milwaukee fruit houses have never been 
an outstanding success primarily because their lines are 
not connected with the Southwest where most produce ori-
ginate. This railroad services the Twin Cities with 
produce originating in the Northwest, instead, as well as 
the East and Southeastern areas. However. the Northwest 
run is dominated by the influential Great Northern Rail-
road~ thus weakening Milwaukee's competitive position. 
On the other hand• it does handle a considerable amount 
of bananas from Mew Orleans and to a leas extent other 
commodities originating in lew York State and Florida.* 
Of nine team tracks in Minneapolis and seven 
in st. Paul only two are considered important today. 
The fir·st of these, the Burlington, is 1n Minneapolis, 
located at 6th Avenue North aDd 7th Street, about one 
block from the old central market. These tracks are 
entirely open. 
This line has its principal connections with 
the Far Northwest, supplying mostly Washington potatoes 
and apples the year round, and the Colorado region, 
supplying fruits from July through September. Of the 
total rail unloads into the Twin Cities. it ie estimated 
* 110. 
that the Burlington handles 20 percent.* 
The second important set of team tracks is in 
st. Paul, and is furnished b7 the Great Northern. The 
tracks are located at 8th and P1ne Streets, about one 
quarter of a mile away from the st. Paul produce market. 
These tracks are of the open, shed type. 
Spur tracks are a facility for making direct 
rail connections with wholesale warehouses. The Great 
Northern provides three spurs in Minneapolis. serving 
the Gamble-Robinson Wholesale warehouse at 66l-5th Avenue 
•orth, the May Brothers wholesale warehouse at 3501 H. E. 
Marshall Avenue, and the Red OWl retail chain warehouse 
at lOth Avenue North and 5th street. 
In St. Paul, the Great Northern also provides 
apur tracka for two chain store warehouse&, Fairway and 
Klein'•• both on Como Avenue, and an independent whole-
sale dealer, Flipp Brothers. on loth Street. 
The Kilwaukee Railroad also provides extensive 
epur track faoilitiea, particular~ thoae extending to 
Hopkina, an outlying town of Minneapolis, where two large 
retail food chain warehouses have established in recent 
years. In St. Paul, the Jlilwaukee also provides a spur 
with the Kruger CompanJ on West 7th Street. 
Since the Rook Island Railroad playa ao 1mpor-
* 110. 
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tant a role in bringing in fruits and produce, much trans-
ferring of cars from ita tracks to those of other linea 
is found to be required. This switching operation takes 
place by the Milwaukee and is located at Hennepin Avenue 
and High street, behind the Minneapolis passenger depot. 
In st. Paul, switching 1s done on the premises of the 
Milwaukee Fruit Bouse. 
It might be pointed out here that such switch-
ing is done when the receiving line has the ear consigned 
to a specific warehouse. Otherwise, if it is to be taken 
to team tracks of the receiving line for dispersion to 
the dealers, this transfer must be executed only by truck.* 
2. Motortrucks 
Kotortrucks and aurraced roads 
were in general use by 1930, mainly 
for short hauls. Since 1930 both 
numbera of trucks and miles of hard 
roads have more than doubled• and a 
national 87&tem of hiSb-ay truck 
transport has come into 'beJng.** 
Truckers have been referred to as "wildcat 
operators" because the7 are not subject to the regulations 
of the Interstate Commerce Act. Hot being limited by fix-
ed routes aa determined by roadbeds of railroads or natural 
waterways, the truck is .tree to go about anyllhere, and it 
makes possible loading of shipments at points of origin, 
* 108. 
** 81• P• 6. 
transporting them in on through movement without trans-
fer. and unloading at the actual ultimate destination.* 
In relation to the Twin Cities. the routes mostly used 
are U. s. Highway 169 leading from the Southwest, U. s. 
Highway 12 and u. s. Highway 52 from the Far Northwest, 
u. s. Highway 61 from the Southeast. u. s. Highway 100 
from the Eaat 1 and U. s. Highway 65 from the South. 
Dairy products and grains constitute the biggest 
export commodities for the trucks to haul on their return 
trips to the fruits and vegetables shipping points through-
out the country. 
Trucks compete with rails primarily on two bases: 
(1) Flexibility end speed of delivery; and {2} lower shiP-
ping rates. Although refrigerator trucks have become 
prevalent within the past ten years, rails still compete 
with trucks on the basis that rails still offer the more 
efficient refrigeration, thus lessening the extent of' 
spoilage. When considering the element of perishability 
of fruita and produce, the question of effective refri-
geration would appear to be a very strong competitive 
point ... 
Insofar as the adequae7 ot highways 1n dis-
tributing to the immediate outlying territory is concerned, 
* 1.9. p. 459. 
- lll. 
the Minneapolis and St. Paul Metropolitan Area has a good 
system or highways radiating both cities.# These highways 
also give ready access to the Twin Cities or produce grown 
in the nea:r-by counties of Minnesota and adjoining stEJtes 
as well as trore distant producing areas.* 
It is about 20 years since truckers in this 
area handled produce in bulk shipments. Since then, they 
handle produce exclusively in crates or bags. The lower 
cost of labor at many of the major shipping points, being 
usually cheaper than in the Twin Cities, largely expl~ina 
the •putting up• function being done at these points of 
origin.** 
D. !.!!! Farmers' Markets 1J! ~ !!!!: .Cities 
1. Location ~ Description 
Of five farmers' markets in Minnesota, only the 
two in Minneapolis and St. Paul are classified as whole-
sale, the rest being retail.*** .Figure• 4 and 5, pages 
44 and 45, show their locations. Both farmers' markets 
of the Twin Cities are publicly menaged and controlled. 
I 
The two public markets are rented exclusively 
Information from the Biennial Report of the Commis-
sioner ot Highhaya in Minnesota. Decemser;-1954, states 
tbs.£ 1n"""!962t ll'ougnl954 alone Minnesota spent over 96 
million dollars developing its trunk highways, thus in-
dicating the interest the State takes in good highways. 
-It 99. 
** uo. 
*** 87. 
by looal farmers. Both are open, concrete areas with 
long, narrow sheds about 33 feet wide, 17 teet high and 
325 teet long.* They have raised concrete platforms to 
which farmers can back their trucks for unloading and 
displaying their produce. Each platform has a corruga-
ted iron root extending f'ar enough for protection in bad 
weather. The sheds are about 54 feet apart, providing 
enough room for the regular type truck to drive between 
the sheds even with trucks backed to the platforms on 
both sides. 
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The st. Paul market bas two small brick 
bu1ld1Dga. One is the administration building and the 
other is the scale house. The seale house was renovated 
only in 1954, and is fairly clean and efficient; however, 
the administration building is old and dirty, espocially 
in the public toilets beneath the building. 
Minneapolis has one fairly large buildiz~ which 
combines the administration office, the scale facilities, 
at>d the public toilets. The builcing is constructed of 
reinforced concrete, and is clean and attractive. 
The total land area of' the public market in 
St. Paul is about 7 aores; in Hinneapolis, about 9 acres. 
Up until recently, Minneapolis had an additional 6 acres 
of land adjacent to the public market which was reserved 
* 105 and 106. 
for future expansion. However • this reserved area has 
been sold and is to be used tor a housing project. 
2. !!n!gement 
The management of each r:£ the markets falls 
upon the market master. He has the responsibility of 
enforcing rules and regulations, deciding and settling 
disputes, policing and cleaning the area, collecting 
revenues and making payments for expenditures, and 
generally maintaining an orderly market place. The 
maste1· also tends to the scale which sellers and buyers 
use for a nominal fee. 
The hours of sale at the markets are 6 a.m. 
to 12 noon, Monday through Friday, and 6 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
on Saturday. lfo selling is allowed before 6 a.m., al-
though the growers may arrive as early as 4:30 a.m.* 
3. Revenue 
Both markets are self-sustaining, realizing 
narrow margins of profit each ;rear. Receipts are made 
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up principally .from stall rentals,. parking apace rentals, 
Christmas tree solli~ permits, and seale revenues. Ex.-
penditures consist mostly of salaries and wages. In 
1954 the total revenue for the •tnnaapolis public market 
waa $25.915.43• expenses were $16.386.55. and net profit 
* 4'7 and 48. 
was $9.528.88. About 78 percent of the revenue came from 
stall rental&.* 
The revenue from the st. Psul public market in 
1954 wss t24.990.2'7, expenses were $21,2:':0.40, and net 
prot'it was $S,'729.87.H Only about 55 percent of the 
st. Paul market revenue came from stall rentals•*** 
Whereas the ratio of parking apace revenue to total re-
venue for Minneapolis was about 6 percent, tor st. Paul 
it was as high as 15.4 percent. The difference in the 
1m.portance of parking rentals between these two markets 
is explained by the fact that the mark~t in St. Paul is 
but two blocks away from its downtown shoppir.g center, 
thus the relatively heavy consumer traffic that patro-
nizes this area for parking aocommode.tions. In 1954, 
about 15,138 patrons used the parking facilities at the 
st. Paul public market.**** In the case of K1nneapol1s, 
the market is located about a mile from the city's down-
town shopping area, consequently, there is tar less 
parking patronage. Workers of a w>ar-by manufacturing 
plant and truckers are the principal parking patrons of 
the Minneapolis public market area. Table VI gives the 
~~U~jor breakdowns of the revenue and expenditures or the 
* 88. 
- 90. 
*** 90. 
**- 106. 
two merkets • 
Table VI 
f:evenues, !!Penditures, ~~ Profits of ~ Minneapolis 
~ §_!,. f!!:!! Public Markets for the Year Ended 
December 31. l~ 
J.linnea12olis st. Paul 
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Percent Percent 
Revenues Amount of Totals 
·-ur (J) 
Stalls. • • • 20,164.50 '77.7 Perking Space • 1.sos.oo 5.9 Christmas Tree 
Space • • • 1.819.00 7.1 Seale • • • • 1,3'76.65 5.4 Other • • • 1,.057.28 3.9 
Totals 25,915.-l3 100.0 
Expenditures 
Se,1eriea & Wages 12,821.44 '77.7 
llaintenance and 
Other • • • 3,565.11 22.3 
Totals 16,386.55 100.0 
!'!!! Profits 
Totals 
sources: 88 and 90. 
4. Opera~ ?.! ~E.! _Public Markets 
Amount of Totals ($) ·-{%) 
13.730.00 55.0 
3.784.50 15.4 
1,250.00 4.9 
2,.707.00 10.7 
3,518.7'7 14.0 
24,990.27 100.0 
18,390.4£ sc.s 
2,869.94 13.2 
The st. Paul market has available 624 stalls; 
Minneapolis, 540. Rentals are by season, month or day. 
The rental rates ere uniform between both markets: day 
rates are $1.00; month rates, $20.00; and season rates, 
C5o.oo to ~so.oo. depending upon the locst1on of the 
Farmers 1n these mar~eta are divided into 
thnH~ catGgor1e s, depend~.ng upon the Ql!lmmt of produce 
they handle. The two largest groups are those who rent 
by the season and by tho day. The third end smallest 
group comprises the monthly renters. Most seasonal and 
monthly renters rely solely upon farming for their live-
lihood. Those who rent by the day usually have but a 
€2 
few crops to market, and carry on farming only as a side-
line. Table VII ahows the revenues fl·ow. stall rentals 
by se&son, month, and day at both markets during the yes.r 
1954. 
Table VII 
Revenues ~ Stall Rentala, .@l seaaon, Month, ~ Dg, 
~t ~ Minnea.pol1!. ~ !!!:, • ~ Public Markets--l£.2! 
Jtental Plan 
Seasonal • • • • 
Nonthly • • 
Daily • • • • • 
Totals 
Sources: as and 90. 
* 
lOS and 106. 
llinneapolia 
Percent 
of Total Amount ($) {%) 
14.920.50 74.2 
1,110.00 5.5 
4,124.00 20.3 
20,154.50 100.0 
st. 
Amount 
on 
Paul 
Percent 
or Total 
- (jl) 
8,484.00 61.5 
720.00 5 .. 2 
Most of the growers ooma from a radius of 25 
miles. The market season runs tram May through october 
except for poultry, egg, and Christmas tree sellers. 
The heaviest months are August, September, and October. 
In 1954, a total of 700 farmers sold on the Minneapolis 
market while in St. Paul, the total number was 500.* 
Attendance at both markets has been declining 
steadily for several years as is indicated by the se-
lected years between 1940 and 1953 in Table VIII. 
Table VIIl 
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~otal Seasonal .!!:£ Monthly Stall Pcormits Issued F.!lh! 
Minneapolis ~ ll• !'.!!:!! Public ~arkets--.!!! ~-Yr. Intervals, 
Total Seasonal aDd !,:onthl;y Stall hermits 
!f.lnneapol!s St. Paul -
1940 
1943 
1945 
1949 
1952 
Sources : 88 and 90. 
452 
353 
368 
356 
289 
521 
505 
419 
403 
275 
Some ot the reasons for this decline are: (1) 
Fewer i'~>rms are producing greater quantitiBs cue to 
* 105 and 106. 
greater specialization; (2} many small :f'armera around 
the r;'w1n Cities are selling their farm land for suburban 
dwelling developments as land values increase; ( :') more 
f::;r•:nE>rs sell direct to deslcra, thus by-passing the pub-
lic markets.*# There is no ease of dealers buyi<Jg crops 
before harvest, however. In the opinion of the Secretary 
of the st. Paul Board of •trade• tl>is kind or thing is 
more universally practiced 1n the major shipping-point 
areas. There, shippers f'requently will help f'innnce the 
growers even before planting. There is not the volume 
of' growing to merit such an arrangement here in Minne-
sot a, 
;,~oat .t'armers feel firmly that they be the sole 
sellers on the markets, as has continually been the case. 
However • in each of these markets • a minority of the 
growers would welcome col'llpetition of distant truckers to 
sell on the farmers' markets. They feel that they would 
attract more buyers because of' the greater supply of flro-
duce available.** 
The f'ollow1ng commodities are handled on the 
farmers' markets during the stated lllOntha:-:HI-~ 
# See page 66 for amplification. 
* 110. 
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;,.;H; 105 and 1()6 • 
asparagus 
onions 
r£<dishas 
spinach 
Jl.lile 
beets 
peas 
beans 
cabbage 
strawberries 
July - october 
apples 
cantaloupes 
caul :tfloner 
COI"TL 
cucumbers 
lettuce 
potatoes 
raspberries 
squash 
tomatoes 
Farmers a:•e free to package and p:c:i.ce their 
produce as they see fit. Each of the markets provides 
an exchange center for ungraded produce. Each sale is 
independent of other sales. Haggling and bargaining are 
t.5 
necessary under these conditions. The market master's 
decision is final when arguments ar·iae. Wholesalers, 
chain store buyers, independent retailers. and coopera-
tive buyers buy in large quantities and, with the ex-
ception of the independent retailers, d:r1.Ve hard b&rgaina. 
Large scale farmers can afford to sell at lower prices in 
bigger volumes but small farmers are left out. About 25 
percent of the farmers do not drop their prices as the 
selling hours pass., but the rest reduce prices in order 
to sell the da;r's produce. Jtost of the farmers would 
prefer more pricing information.* 
The majority of the farmel's do not attempt to 
package produce attractively. Buyers must provide their 
own containers or pay for the termers• containei•s. About 
* 105 and 106 • 
60 percent o£ the farmers sort and grv.de their produce; 
the rest do not.* 
In 1952, the equivalent of 4,850 Cfll•lots were 
sold by the local growers to buyers both away from e,nd 
at the Mit'lteapolie and st. Paul public markets. This 
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voluce constitutes about 19.2 percent of total fruits and 
vegetables wholesaled in the Twin Cities--a value of a-
bout ~7,800,000. Of this quantity, about 2,175 cc~lot 
equivalents were sold d.irectly to buyer·s away from the 
;;ublic markets, while the remainir;g 2,C75 carlot equiva-
lents, valued at about $4,300,000, were sold on the 
h!innee.polia and St. Pwl public markets.** The me.rket 
mt!Sters on both these markets estimated that the sales 
on the public markets increased to about $4,500,000 1n 
1954 !'roon ~4,300,000 in l9b2. This increase is primar-
ily attributed to greater volume buying by consumers 
brought on by the increased use of home freezers. 
or the produce sold by the fa=rs. about 75 
percent is COt'lprised ot vegetables; 20 perce:-,t, fruits; 
and the rest, poultry. eggs. and flowers. In 1954, a-
bout 60 percent ot the buyers were retailers, 18 percent 
we1•e wholesale dealers, 5 percent were merchant truckers, 
and 17 percent were consumers.*** 
* 105 end lW. 
l<* 91. 
*** 105 and 10£. 
Only a negligible 8DIOunt of produce sol:l on the 
public markets was purchased by out-of-state buy _;::•s. It 
is estimated that no 1110re than 3 percent of the total 
anount handled on the ;Alblic markets was sold primal":lly 
to trucker-buyers from W1scons1n, Iowa, Nebraska, Lho 
Dakotas, Missouri, and Illinois. with most goinc to the 
states adjacent to Minnesota.·:!> 
E, ~ storame 
In the Twin Cities there are 31 cold storage 
warehouses for the storing of .f'1•esh f1•uits an.l vegetables, 
meats. fish, foul, und dairy products. A capacity of 
284,390 cubic teet rL space is available for storing fresh 
fruits and vegetables alone--enough space to hold 117 car-
lots.** 
'I'here are three public cold storage Wtll'ehouses 
in Minneapolis and three in St. Paul. 'l'he rest ai'o pri-
vate and owned by wholesale dealers. Of thGse six public 
cold storage companies, two do not handle any fresh tr~ts 
and vegetcblea and the rest handle only a negligible a-
mount, it was learned through an interview with the mana-
e;er of the largest public cold storage plant. This cold 
storllf,e compa:n;y built two plsnts. one in st. Paul and the 
other in Minneapolis as early e.s 1847. Most of the others 
were built between 1850 and the turn of tho century. In 
the early days. they handled a good deal of fresh f1~its 
* 105 and 106. 
** 91. 
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and vegetables among other foodstuffs. Since 1930, 
smaller and smaller amounts of fruits and vegetables were 
stored in public houses, until today the amount is slight. 
The reason for this decline is that more and better cold 
storage plants have been built at the production centers, 
at points on route to the terminal centers, and also at 
wholesale dealers' houses and at chain store warehouses. 
Inexpensive electricity and year-round demand for peri-
shable produce mske cold storage a necessity for most 
wholesale or retail warehouses of good size today.* 
The commercial fruit and vegetable 
industry bad to await the refrigerated 
ear and mechanical refrigeration before 
it could become a 'billion-dollar' enter-
prise ••• seasonal surpluses, after 
reaching the market, could not be spread 
out over months ot low production without 
mechanical refrigeration and the cold-
storage warehouse.** 
What the public cold storage companies have 
done was to convert large areas of space from cold sto-
rage to freezer space to accommodate the growing frozen 
foods industry, especially in the meat, fowl, and fish 
lines.*** The amount of frozen fruits and vegetables 
handled by the public warehouses, however, has been drop-
ping in recent years. Today, there is but one of the 
six warehouses that stores a significant amount of frozen 
* 96. 
{."* 36, P• 7. 
*iHio 96. 
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fruita and vegetables, totaling about 10 million pounds, 
or an equivalent of 166 rail carlots. A second warehouse 
handles but 1,200,000 pounds, or 20 carlot equivalents. 
This drop in froaen fruit and vegetable storage among the 
public warehouses is attributed largely to the freezer 
processing companies themselves who are providing their 
own warehousing facilities in the Twin Cities.* 
F. Space, !!ental Values, !!!!! Equipment of ~!!.!.Present 
Wholesale Establishments 
1. Soace 
All of the 41 fruit and produce dealers in the 
Twin Cities in 1952 occupied approximately 441,789 square 
feet of operating floor apace, and 12,257 square feet of 
office spr.oe. Of the total operating floor space, 323,020 
square feet was in M1nneapol1s, while the remaining 
124,769 square feet was in St. Paul. The office space 
breakdown among both cities was 8,449 square feet 1n 
Minneapolis, and s.eoa 1n st. Paul.** 
2. Rental Values 
In 1952, the 41 dealers paid in rent or equi-
valent rental value for their stores and garages for 
trucks owned approximatel7 $112.250. Only 5 of the 
dealers owned their own stores, while the rest rented. 
• 95. 
** 91. 
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Table IX shows the breakdown by city for store aDd office 
and garage rentals, taking in both explicit and implicit 
rental coats. 
Table IX 
Annual ~ £!: Equivalent Rental Value ~ !:2£ Stores 
~..!!!! Offices ~ Storage ~ Trucks Owned ~ ~oleaale 
Produce Dealers 1n the Twin Cities--1952 
--- -
Facilities 
for Which Rent Paid Minneapolis at. Paul 'l'trin Cities 
Stores and Offices $52.056 $47.700 $ 99.756 
Garage tor trucks owned 5•004 7,500 12,504 
$112,260 
Source: 91. 
~. Equipment 
As shown in Table X, independent wholesalers in 
19~ were found to have 284•S90 cubic feet of refrigerated 
space available to them, furnished by 6 public cold storage 
warehouses and 25 wholesale dealers, with a total capacity 
of 117 rail cars. Also, 21 dealers have their own r1pen-
1Dg rooms measuring 59,604 cubic feet, with a car capacity 
of 29. Only two wholesalers were egu1pped with conveyor 
apparatus measuring 8 cubic feet of apace. However. none 
was power driven. There were also a total ot 149 motor-
trucks owned by the dealers. or the 41 dealer stores, 24 
relied upon freight elevators, thus indicating the extent 
o.f outmoded I!IUlti-story buildins structur·es still in use.# 
Table X 
~u12m2nt ~ Facilities ~ ~ Independent Wholesale 
Dealers in the Twin Cities--1953 
--- -
Tzye of E~iRTent end Facilities Cubic Feet Jfo. Car Cap. 
-
Refrigerated apace available 284.390 31 117 
Ripening rooms in stores 59,604 21 29 
Stores with freight elevators 
--
24 
--
Stores with conveyors (non-power) 8 2 
-
Motortrucks owned by dealers 
--
149 
Source: 91. 
The next table, Table XI, shows the location 
and area of apace in the independent dealers' establish-
ments, indicating the excessiveness of upper floors. 
Since these buildings are located in urban, high-rent 
areas, there is perhaps much to be said for multi-storied 
developments because o.f high land values; however, when 
considering other .factors of efficiency coming out of 
multi-storied buildings, there is left much to be desired--
extra room is required of' already overcrowded floor space 
# A detailed discussion concerning equipment of dealers 
appears in chapter v. 
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for elevators, ramps. stairs, and posts. 
Space !£ Fortz-Qe! Independent Dealers' Establishments ~ 
~ Present Markets. ~ C1t1ea, !l Location of Space 
Location of Space 
Baaement 
Fir8t floor 
Second floor 
Third floor or higher 
Source: 91. 
Space Used 
Sq. M. 
98,11'7 
133 864 
• 
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V. Defects L~ tho Present Wholesale Markets 
The chief defects in the Twin Cities wholesale 
fruit and vegetable markets are these: (1) A split mar-
ket, with facilities scattered in many areas; (2) lack of 
rail connections to stores; (3) inefficiencies of whole-
sale f1>uit and vegetable stores; {4) lack of truckers' 
und fa~rst facilities; and (5) lack of market regula-
tiona. 'l'he seller-s and buyers who use the rnHrkf,ts in the 
Twin Cities are not the only ones who are affected by 
such defects. These defects also effect a serious p~oblem 
upon the consumers in the distribution area, the growers. 
and the shippers that furnish supplies to the market.* 
A. Split Market 
An old produce market • which perhaps 
ceme into existence aa a retail market ~d 
which pl'obably was located on a waterfront, 
became antiquated and, because of its failure 
to make impl'ovements commensurate with chang-
ing conditions, some of the dealers broke 
away from it, setting up a new market. Then, 
as neither of these markets was suited for 
handline produce arriving by rail, another 
market was established by railroad. This 
in turn, because of its regulations, made 
it necessary for a competing railroad to 
establish still another market .n•.< 
The physical facilities used for the wholesal-
ing of freSh fruits and vegetables in the Twin Cities are 
in several different locations 1n relation to their re-
spective central markets in each of the two cities, thus 
* 84, P• 25. 
** 22, p. 356. 
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causing a "split" market. 
In order that a tei'I!Iinal market work effective-
ly, it must (1) Provide a broad outlet tor products; and 
(2) serve to establish the value of a good.* 
A strong demand for produce cannot exist in a 
split market. Large volume attracts buyers--and buyers 
are necessary to a market. Processors of farm products, 
once in business, have urgent need tor those products. 
If the essential feature of a terminal market 1s the 
econm:JiC assembling of large quantities or farm products 
at a satisfactory price, then the answer to the question, 
Why do some farmers under certain circumstances find it 
proti table to use terminals? is suggested. *It 
A split market makes price and quality comps.r• 
1ng difficult becauee of' the added time and distance 
buyers must travel-the effectiveness of demand s.nd supply 
is thereby reduced. Ita etld effect can moan that less 
products will be available to consumers on the retail 
stands. 
The split markets 1n the Twin Cities also cause 
costly and wasteful cross-hauling or large volumes of 
produce. This is in evidence not only within each of the 
cities, but also between both cities. Recent interviews 
* 76~ p. 48. 
** 76, ·p. 48. 
among several st. Paul wholesale produce buyers by the 
writer dia~losed that maD7 of them, including large chain 
buyers, are disgruntled over the existing split markets. 
A 8lllaller chain buyer explained that most of his produee 
purchases were made from Minneapolis wholesale dealers 
who have access to rail facilities of the large Rock Is-
land fruit house, but because of inefficiencies of cross-
hauling, the price he pays must be higher than it would 
otherwise be. On tl>..e other hand, the buyer for the 
largest st. Paul Chain had essentially the same statement 
to make, except that because of his stronger bargaining 
position, he can force thed ealer to assume a lower markup. 
Table XII may po,.aibly furnish an indication as 
to the extent of costly trucking of produce from Minne-
apolis to st. Paul, though some allowance must be made 
for the biasing effect of direct out-of-state truck un-
loads as against indirect rail unloads. 'l'his table shows 
a comparison of rail car unloads of fresh fruits and 
vegetables and population between Minneapolis and st. 
Paul in the year 1964. It will be noted that Minneapolis 
received 82 percent of the total rail unloads while st. 
Paul received only 18 percent~ although st. Paul has 38 
percent of the population of the Twin Cities. This 
evidence proves in part. at least, the existence or a 
serious split between both cities as well aa within each 
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of the two cities. About 10 miles separate the two ter-
minal markets of both cities. However, aside from the 
'!'able XII 
Comparison !?.£. !!.!!! Carlot UDJ.oada !?£.. Produce ~ Population 
Bet-n Minneapolis !!!!! !!!• ~--~ 
Produce 
City Rail Car Un1.oads Po;eulation (#) (!I) (I) (!!£) 
Minneapolis 9_.599 82 532,000 ':52 
st. Paul 2.019 18 328,000 38 
-
Totals 11.618 100 860,000 100 
Sources: ;;4 and 82. 
geographic factor. an even worse feature is that within 
these 10 miles lie the congested• downtown areas plus 
over-burdened bridges crossing the Mississippi. 
Some dealers. in attempting to lessen the costs 
of cross-hauling, have found it necessary to maintain 
more than one place of business. However, to the extent 
or oross-haul.ing• dealers are prevented 
• • • from having full knowledge of 
supplies of products available any 
e.rq market period • or of the demand 
for some products. The more complete 
information buyers and sellers have 
regarding suppl7 and demand, the more 
accuratel7 will the price be establish-
ed and the more readily will it be 
moved into merket channels. Lack of 
complete information results in wide 
variations and fluctuations in both 
price and auppl7•* 
B. Lack of Rail Connections to Stores 
--- -
One of the greatest defects of produce dealers' 
stores in Minneapolis end st. Paul wholesale central mar-
kets end at a few other locations, is the lack of rail 
connections for the direct unloading of CHrs brought to 
the markets by railroad. In order to handle rail receipts 
o:f produce at stores. <lealers are required to truck them 
1'rom team tracks or fruit houses where such products can 
be unloaded. These dealers whose stores lack rail con-
nections and rear entrances are x·equired to unload these 
products through the 1'r•ont entrances. This increase a 
the congestion in front of their stores or necessitates 
their paying overtime to laborers tor the unloading that 
is done after the market per·iod. ia completeu. 'l'he lack 
of railroad connections to :stores also r·equirea that 
dealers keep their stores open tor a longer time in order 
to assemble products for the succeeding market period, 
thus addir.cg to the cost of doing business. Furthermore, 
the present 57 stem of rail a erv1oe requires expensive 
trucking or rail shipped-in produce through congested 
• 
streeta between the railroad services and the wholesale 
establishments. 
* 84, p. 51. 
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The laek of centralization of trackage service 
in a single location tends to create inefficient use of 
tho trackage used for those purposes than when those 
facilities are centralized. In each of the present loca-
tions, there must be provided maximum facilities with 
margilll!l of safety for the handling of the peak business 
of the various individual houses ~~d team tracks. On the 
other hand, the aaeeJ."lbly of these facilities into one 
location would cause an averaging up of the daily volume 
of business to be handled in that location so as to re-
duce proportionately the peaks of demand as they now 
exist in individual locations. This averaging up of the 
peak demand would permit a mere efficient use of a less 
extensive trackage equipment.* 
c. ~ 2!, Proper Wholesale Stores 
1. Wholesale Stores 
In tha central produce markets of the 'l'win 
Cities the wholesale houses are not designed £or the 
efficient use of modern equipment available for the 
proper handling of produce through the stores. Because 
of the improper design of the buildings. handling equip-
meLt like gravitJ conveyers, power driven belt convey-
ers. 4-wheel hand trucks, hand lift trucks fCJI:' skids, 
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semi-live skids and Jacks, and other modern mechanical 
equipment, in w~re cases, cannot be used. Many stores 
cannot utili&e 4-wheel hand trucks, aemi-li ve skids, and 
other wheel type conveyers because their stores are not 
level with the sidewalk, or the floors of the stores are 
too uneven to permit the use ot such equipment. Because 
of the lack of use of proper mechanical equipment in 
handling produce in these markets, considerably more 
labor is needed, and the hours of labor must be extended 
ovez· a longer period, which results in the payment of a 
large amount of overtime. This lack ot proper handling 
equipment substantially increases the cost of doing busi-
ness in the two central arketa. 
Because of the lack of proper store facilities 
with adequate platfozws and rail connections, it is not 
possible for wholesalers to interchange merchandise 
economically. Due to the lack of proper platforms and 
streets aver which wheel type equipment can move easily. 
wholesalers cannot make interchanges in front of or in 
the rear of their stores. Moat of these intercbe.nges are 
being done by use of motortrucks. The use of a motor-
truck means loading the produce from the street level onto 
the truck and unloading from the truck to the street level. 
This increases the handling costs and a considerable quan-
tity of packages are broken in this operation. 
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Many of the cold storage facilities in 25 
wholesale stores are located whereve1• space is avuilable, 
without consideration c:t convenience or ef fioiency. Some 
of the coolers Iuust be entered from the narrow end, which 
requires a walkway through the entire depth of the cooler. 
Such an arrangement causes considerable loss of cooler 
space that could otherwise be used for additional storage 
if the cooler were properly built. With wider buildings, 
cooler space could be increased and the defects in the 
coolers corrected. By and large, the limited space in 
the Wholesale stores does not permit the construction of 
additional cooler facilities and tho maintaining of suf-
ficient apace for displaying and selling produce. The 
lack of refrigerator space hastens the deterioration of' 
the produce which ultimately results in reduced profits; 
also, consumers in the market area receive produce frlat 
hus deteriorated in quality and have to pay higher prices 
than would have been charged if wholesalers he.d used 
satisfactory facilities. 
2. Inadequate Truck Pacilities 
Although the Twin Cities are adequately served 
by highways, tho supporting streets leading to downtown 
rllinnenpolis and St. Paul as well aa to other points with-
in the oitloa are inadequate and seriously hamper the 
movement of' produce by motortruck to and from the market 
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places. The problem of narrow streets is especially 
acute on 11th street in st. Paul and in the entire block 
of 2nd and 3rd Avenues at 6th and 7th Streets North in 
Minneapolis. Both tbese areas al'e within tbe old mar-
kets which were designed to· acoommodate small vehicles 
of by-gone daya. 
Because of the lack of parking spaces in the 
market areas and in front of wholesale stores, many buy-
ers do not bring their trucks to the front of wholesale 
stores for loading their purehaaes. As a result, the 
sellers are required to transport the buyers' purchases 
from the front of the wholesale store to the buyers' 
truck which is generally one to three blocks away. 
D. Lack of Farmers' Facilities 
--- ... _ 
Whereas in the St. Paul fruit and vegetable 
wholesale market, the farmers' li!S.rket and the wholesale 
dealers' market lie adjacent to one another, in the 
Minneapolis market, the farmers' market is situated a-
bout one mile west or the wholesale dealers' market. 
The Minneapolis farmers' market h&d been adjacent to the 
independent wholesale dealers. but moved to its present 
location in 1936. The overall plan hsd been to have the 
independent wholesale dealers follow the move of the 
farmers and form a large and modern consolidated whole-
sale market. However. this partially completed plan has 
tended merely to contribute to the lessening of the tar-
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mera• business. Because of the distance of the farmers' 
market from the facilities used by dealers of other pro-
duce and from produce received by rail, most buyers do 
not take time to patronize the farmers' market regularly. 
The fact, also, that there is a farmers' mar-
ket in each of the two cities tends to contribute to the 
splitting of the market business. About 10 miles sepa-
rate these two markets making it difrieult, and some-
times impossible, for a buyer to visit both markets in 
the same day. Since less farmers have been patronizing 
the public markets in recent years, continued separation 
of these two markets can mean lessened attraction for 
buyers who are desirous of not only quantity, but varie-
ty of produce as well. 
Apax't from the locational factor, a lacking in 
facilities on the farmers' markets is a closed shed for 
early and late season marketing of produce. This neEd 
is par·tieule.rly strong in Minnesota because of its fre-
quent sub-zero temper etures. Although the markets 
generally have their season from May to November, some 
activity exists ye~r round• especially in dairy and fowl 
products.* 
* 92. 
E. ~ ot Market Regulations 
Regulationa are absolutely necessary for the 
errieient operation or &DJ organization. The larger and 
more complex the organization is, the larger the number 
of rules and regulations Which must be established and 
observed. A wholesale produce market, although con-
sisting of many different businesses and types of opera-
tions, such as wholesale dealers, farmers, end buyers, 
must function as a unit in order to operate efficier:tly 
and economically. The perishable nature of fresh fruita 
and vegetables makes it desirable to bring together all 
wholesale interests and thus be able to supply buyers 
with a complete line of produce in the shortest possible 
time. Although each member of this unit conducts his 
business with a maximum degree of freedom, some regula-
tiona must be adhered to in order to benefit all--the 
buyer, as well as the dealer or .termer. 
The selling hour schedule is the most important 
regulation to be observed. When a market has definite 
selling hours, people hauling produce there know when to 
deliver 1t so that it will be in its fushest state; buy-
ers know When to find the largest variety of produce in 
the best condition; and dealers save time in selling. A 
shorter h'l".lr schedule would reduce marketing costs. and 
leave more leiaure for all individuals connected with the 
market operations. The quality of' the produce would not 
very appreciably and the price would not fluctuate as it 
tends to do where long selling hours are kept. Disputes 
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and time wasted could be eliminated. 
Although the Minneapolis market handles about 
76 percent of the entire Twin Cities fresh fruit and 
vegetable business, no regulations govern selling hours • 
.As long as market .facilities are aeattet'ed, the selling 
hours must be long enough to enable buyers to visit all 
areas. Minneapolis also must consider other probl!Oms o.f 
existing facilities for handling produce--such as stores, 
streets, traffic congestion. railroad .facilities, and 
parking space--before determining a selling period. 
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VI. Proposals tor Improvement 
As early as 1925 Johnson and Arthur recognized 
many of the shortcomings of the distributive system of 
fresh fruits and vegetables within the Twin Cities. by 
stating that it was 
••• comparatively easy to point out 
the lack ot coordination between the 
physical factors involved in the mar-
keting of fruita and vegetables in any 
large metropolitan center ••• The 
rapid growth of both cities has caused 
them to outgrow the wholesale market 
facilities set aside b7 private enter-
prise and occupied by fruit and vege-
table dealers.* 
But they were quick to add: "It is a much more difficult 
task to prepare a program of reorganization to reduce the 
wastes." 
A. Factors ~b._!. Considered _!!! Cb.ooairns !. Market ~ 
In deciding on the location of a market, three 
factors must be considered: (l) Accessibility to trans-
portation; (2) shortest average time-distance to buyers; 
and (3)autfic1ent area ct a r eaaonable cost•** In Re-
al1ty. it ia difficult to find a site suitable in every 
respect, but the site selected should come as nearly as 
possible to doing so. 
1. Acceas1b1lity J:2 Tranaportation 
Approximately two-thirds of the total volume of 
* 30, PP• 195-196. 
** 80, P• 76. 
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fruits and vegetables handled in the Twin Cities is re-
ceived by rail. Therefore, it is necessary that the site 
selected should be on or near a railroad, in order that 
tracks ean be brought into the market area and directly 
to dealers' stores. It is also important in locating tha 
market to give consideration to the ease ~i rapidity with 
which cars can be brought to the market f'x•om the receiving 
yerds of the railroad that will mske final deli very of the 
cars into the market proper. 
The speed with which c ars of produce can be de-
livered to the market is very important to the wholesale 
operators because of the perishable nature of the commo-
dities handled. The produce in cars not brought into the 
market area prior to the opening of the morning market 
must be held over for sale the following morning. In 
locating the market, consideration must be given to and 
provision made for enabling cars to be delivered as soon 
as possible after they arrive in the city over any rail-
road. 
Accessibility to motortrucks, with incoming and 
outgoing supplies, is primarily a matter of connections 
with main highways and city thoroughfares. Numerous 
bridges connect the cities of st. Paul and Minn'l apoiUs. 
from which connect streets and highways. As most motor-
trucks haul supplies in and out of the market after the 
rush hours, and have flexible routes, those bringing pro-
duee from producing areas would rind little difference 1n 
making deliveries in any of the areas in which a market 
might reasonably be located. 
An important consideration in location of a 
primary market, however, is not only whether the incoming 
motortrucks ~ deliver to the market, but whether they 
!!!11..· Th57 might instead bypass it for secondary markets, 
or to other points in the market area. Truckers e.re not 
fixed as to a line of travel or any other terminal, and 
will seek the most advantageous place to deliver. The 
greater a primary market is removed from a central loca-
tion in the area it is to serve, the less the proportion 
of goods moving directly from it to ita retail outlets, 
and consequently, the greater will be the importance of 
the secondary markets supplying the retailers. As the 
secondary markets become bigger and more important, the 
likelihood is that there will be more truck deliveries of 
their original incoming loads going to these s ecomary 
markets, with the result that economies in intermediate 
haul.ing and handling are achieved.* 
2. Short~ Averase Time-Distance _!:!, Buyers 
The proposed new market can operote more ef-
f1c1ently and economically it it 1s located 1n an area 
* so. pp. 78-79. 
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where traffic unrelated to the business of the market is 
reasonably light. This is a particularly real problem to 
the TWin Cities since they were laid GUt prior to the ad-
vent of motortl~cks. Consequently, most streets in the 
market areas are too narr·ow to permit the free flow of 
traffic during business hours. In selecting a market site 
the traffic problem must be given consideration with the 
view to improving the situation rather than further com-
plicating it. 
3. Su.ffieient ~ !! .! Reasonable 9$!! 
The final factor to be considered in selecting 
a market site is the cost of the land, This factor will 
have a definite bearing on whether or not a market can be 
made self-liquidating. 
B. Specific froposaJ:!--.! Q!_nsolidated Market to Serve 
the Entire Twin Cities Market Area 
-- -- -
In l93V, Mlnneapolia wsa particularly concerned 
with the plight of the Minneapolis independent produce 
wholesalers. and a recommendation was made, based on a 
comprehensive study, that the Minneapolis central market 
relocate on adjoining property to the newly selected site 
for the growers' market then under construction at 65 
Lakeside Avenue.* Thia is no longer possible since halt 
of the publicly om1ed land including the farmers t market 
* 74. P• 11. 
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and the adjoining property to which referred, has recent-
ly been sold for a housing project. Furthermore, were 
the property still available, it could not have handled 
fruit and Teg•table marketing as economically as possi-
ble because: (1) nThe marketing facilities of large in-
dependent wholesalers and chain stores are scattered 
throughout the city, many of them far from the farmers• 
;"arket;" (2) "adequate rail facilities are lacking al-
though produce moved by rail accounts for about two-thirds 
of the annual volume of fruit and vegetable marketing 1n 
the Twin C1t1es; 0 and (3) "the market does not have ade-
quate parking space and ia not far enough removed from 
non-market traffic."* 
Inaamucb as st. Paul is so closely related to 
Minneapolis, to limit a study of this kind to Minneapolis 
alone would be dealing only partly with the ills of the 
area.** Therefore, if a program is to be undertaken, it 
ought to take into consideration the entire Twin 01ty 
area. In view of the described defects prevailing in 
these produce markets. it is apparent that eventually 
improvements to include the adoption of modern marketing 
facilities must be made if the dealez•a are to coaee pq-
ing high costs because of excessive handling due to the 
~;} 64, 
·:I* 30• P• 196. 
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antiquated facilities now in use and the costly system of 
operations which result therefrom. Such a progr~~ for 
improvement can be justified on the basis of the savings 
which will come to consumers and the bett0r quality of 
foods which will be made possible b7 the better system 
of handling which would result.+ 
1. Location~ Facilities 
In the 15 years which elapsed between 1937 and 
1952, no improvements of any reel significance were made 
in either city in connection with the old central markets. 
Consequently • the U. s. Department of Agriculture, based 
on the 1952.-53 survey, made some specific recommendations 
to the Twin Cities wholesale produce dealers. It was 
recommended that a consolidated market for the independent 
wholesalers, brokers, farmers, and those chains without a 
produce warehouse of their own, be established somewhere 
between both cities on s site efficiently to serve the 
entire metropolitan area. 
(a) Fsc1l1t1es. Such a development would in~ 
volve: (1) Buildings for all types of wholesale dealers; 
(2) rsil c~nnectlons to stores, and teare tracks; (3) 
farmers' and truckers' sheds; (4) offices for the manage-
ment and brokers and others; (5) adequate streets, park-
ing apace .. and fe-nces; and (6) houses for related aer-
* 74, P• iii. 
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vices. Lend for future e.xpenalon shoulc b<C reserved. 
'Lhe consequences of failing to allow for· future exp2nsion 
can mean that either additional lend would not be availa-
ble at that time or acquiring the land at that time would 
be very expensive eince the new market will have tended 
tc increase the land values in the vicinity. 
The number of buildings and other• facilities 
initially needed in a new wholesale market to serve the 
Twin Cities was based on re~uests for space mace by in-
dividual operators as expressed during the survey, and 
the emount of space needed by these dealers to handle 
their present volun~ of business. 
TLe plan, as drawn up, includes 61 stores, 41 
farmers' and truckers• sheds~ and offices over 10 store 
units for brokers and manegera. In addition, the plan 
includes the necesse.ry railroad trackage • sewage • paving, 
auxiliary facilities, and ample apace to take care of 
future expansion. Table XIII contains estimated costs 
of market buildings and developments for a new wholesale 
produce market for the Twin Cities. 
(b) Location. Six possible sites have been 
recommended by the United States Department of Agricul-
ture researchers in 195::.. Eaeh of these sites is not 
less than 45 acres~ the miniliiW!l land area required to 
serve adequately the Twin Cities market area.* Of these 
* 68. 
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sites, two no longer are available: one is to be used 
as a housing development. as previously stated; tho other 
Table XIII 
Estimated Costs !!.f. Jlarket Buildings ~ Developments !.2!:, 
a New Wholesale ~roduee Market for the Twin Cities--195~ 
-- --- -
facility 
Size of 
Unit (Ft.) 
Stores without basements. 22i x 60xl8 
Restaurant ••••••••••••••• 22i x 6Qxl8 
Brokers• office-manager's 
office (12,000 sq. ft. 
2d story over 10 units). 300 sq. ft. 
~ corridors 
Farmers • &: truckers • aheds (moved from present mar-
ket to new location) •••• 
Public rest rooma •••••••• 
Railroad trackst 
Load-in tracks (lin. ft.) 
House tracks (lin. ft.). 
Team traeks (lin. ft.) .• 
Railroad switches on mkt. 
Paving, black top (sq. yds.) 
8 inch •••••••••••••••••• 
Storm sewers (lin. ft.) •• 
Sanitary sewers, a inch •• 
(lin. ft.) .•....••.••••. 
Floodlights •••••••••••••• 
Public address system •••• 
Public scale (a) ••••••••• 
F~ence . .••..••.••••••••.•• 
Subtotal (b) ••••••••••• 
Engineering fees (6~)(b). 
Total •••••••••••••••••• 
18 X :s4() 
-
-
-
-
-
-
Total 
Units (#) 
61 
1 
40 
7 
2 
1,700 
2,428 
2,428 
8 
138,000 
7,500 
2,140 
15 
1 
1 
6.257_ 
(a) Moved and installed at new location. 
(b) Rounded to nearest $5. 
Source: 91. 
Cost 
per Total 
Unit Cost 
-m ($) 
13.000 793,000 
13,000 13,000 
81,000 
119,000 
750 1,500 
8.50 14,450 
8.50 20,638 
8.50 20,638 
1,250 10,000 
2.25 310~500 
3.00 22,500 
2.00 4,280 
150 2,250 
1,200 
-
500 
-
3.50 21.899 
1,436,!55 
861180 
l.1 52z.sss 
is now in the process or being dovelopod into a largo, 
athletic st9dium. Tbe tour remaining sites aro loonted 
in tho so-called Midway district, the area which lioo 
between Minneapolis and St . Paul, 
A description or each or the tour propooed 
market siteo ia aa follows: 
~ Number !: This site, oituated ~ithin tho 
encircled aroa marked number 1 on Figuro 10, lioo about 
nine-tenths in Minneapolis and one-tenth in st. Paul. 
Fig, 10.--Vap or tho Mi dway area ohow-
i ng 4 proposed sites tor a new merkst , 
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This area is now being used as a dump by the City of 
Minneapolis. The site is bounded on the north by Elr~ 
Street, on the east by the Minnesota ':?ransfer Railway 
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tracks, on the south by the Omaha Railroad Yards, and. on 
the west by the tracks of the Great Northern and the 
Iiorthern Pacific Railroada.* llinneapolis lies west of 
the bold, broken, ver·tioal line, while 3t. Paul lies 
east, with its nortbez•n city limits at Larpenteur 1\venue. 
Besides the obvious advantage of possessing an 
abundunee of rail facilities, this site also is located 
closest to the downtown sections of both cities. The 
area already has sewage facilities provided. Also, a 
new State highwa7 (number 280) development program. which 
involves a major thoroughfare coming into the Twin Cities 
from the north, is to run closely along the Minnesota 
Transfer Railway tracks, by the proposed market site, 
and 1:1 to tie in with an east..west expressway to conre ot 
the downtown areas of both cities.** 
Were this market to be a joint, municipally 
sponsored venture, this site would be preferable over the 
others since it lies within both cities. The others are 
outside of city limits, as will be explained below. 
* 68. 
·~-- 101. 
Since site number 1 touches both cities, how-
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ever, its value is considerably higher than 8n7 of the 
other proposed sites.# An additional disadvantace to 
this site is the relatively heavy traffic that surrounds 
the area caused by the great extent of heavy industry in 
the vicinity. However, it is possible that much of the 
traffic problem would be lessened once the new highway is 
constructed. 
~Number 2: This proposed site~ within the 
circle marked number 2 on the map, lies about one mile 
north of the first ares.. Although it does not have the 
elaborate rail connections of the first site, this second 
proposed location does have the Minnesota Transfer Rail-
way line running alongside it. Since this rail line is 
an interchange point between all 9 major lines in the 
Twin Cities, the market located here would not be signi-
ficantly handicapped as far as adequate rail connections 
are concerned.* 
This proposed site lies east of the Minnesota 
Transfer Railway tracks; consequently, it is in neither 
city, but north of St. Paul 1n the town of Roseville in 
Ra."llsey County. Up until a yes.r ago there was no sewage 
in this area, but within a year a current project which 
is extending the st. Paul sewage system into Roseville 
# Detailed dollar figures are presented und analyzed in 
the following section. 
* 112. 
will be completed. 
Highway approaches to this location are excel-
lent. What is more, the new State highway, described 
above, shall also run by this site. State highway ~5, 
which runs by this ar-ea, connects with State highway 100, 
a modern and tfficient belt line, 75 miles in length, 
which completely encircles the Twin Cities area. 
Because this land at site 2 is out of city 
limits, it is less costly than that of the first proposed 
site. Like the first site, thia location is centrally 
located between both cities. Although one mile north of 
the Twin Citiea, its time-distance consideration could 
conceivably be less than the first site because of its 
separation from the heavy industrial sections of the 
Cities. 
Sites lumbers! and~: Sites 3 and 4 are a-
long the Minnesota Transfer Railway tracks, crossing 
County Roads C and D, respectively. 
Site number 3, about one mile north-east of 
the second proposed site, lies in the Mounds View town-
ahip. Site number 4 lies about one mile farther north-
east of site 3, in the same township. The land at each 
of these sites is equally valued. Both sites 3 and 4 
have about the same highway facilities as does site 
number 2. as of the present time. However, the new State 
highway will ~ run the northeasterly course at sites 
3 and 4. A drainage problem would exist in each of these 
sites since no sewage facilities are provided. This 
would need to be rectified by the constructing drainage 
fields and cesspools. 
Some industrial activity exists in the vicinity 
of proposed site number 3, namely two large petroleum 
bulk stations. and 4 large trucking firms. 
While site number 3 has some promise, site 
number 4 is least desirable for a market site.* It is 
too far away from the cities, especially since the closer 
sites 2 and 3 possess good transportation facilities witb-
out a traffic problem. 
The ground condition common to all 4 proposed 
sites is ideal for a market since it is filled with sand 
and 1a solid. 
2. Financing ~!!! Market 
Table XIV shows the estimated cost of acquiring 
the land and the cost of placing the area in coniition to 
construct the necessary facilities for a new market on 
each of the 4 proposed sitea. (See Table XIV on page 98.) 
The cost of buildings and other developments 
tor a new w.arket would be uniform for each of the 4 pro-
* 112. 
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posed sites, is estimated at $1.420,470. This figure 
Table XIV 
Estimated gm of Acquiring 1!!!!! £!E ~ Cost !!, PlaCilljS 
~ ~ ~ Condition~ Construct Facilities tJE..! .::M:.::ar=le::;....;t 
!m ~!.!:!!!! Four Proposed Sites 
Value of land 
Fill and grading 
sewage 
Legal fees for ac-
quisition 
Totals 
lio. 1 
Dollars 
45,000 
2,500 
Site--
Ro. 2 'iio. ! 
Dot!ars Do liars 
16,180 4,€80 
5,000 1,000 
(a) 10,500 
280 280 
21,460 16,460 
lo. 4 
Dollars 
4,680 
1,000 
9.500 
280 
15,460 
(a) An estimate of $11,500 is omitted, since sewage is 
in the process of being provided. The cost of land 
at this site was estimated at $4,680 in 1953 by the 
U.S.D.A. However, since information as to the cha~ 
in the coat of the land could not be obtained, the 
writer shifted the sewage cost of $11,500 t.o an in-
erease 1n the land valuation as a realistic, revised 
estimate for land cost of site number 2. 
source: 91. 
plus the estimated cost of land for each of the four sites 
are presented 1n Table XV on page 99. 
'1'he operating expenses of a new market to in-
clude salaries and wages and other expenses and upkeep, 
but excluding amortization and taxes, have been estimated 
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Table XV 
Est1mated Total 92.!!! 2!_ ~. Buildings, _!'!!!!Other 
Developments~~ of~~ Market Sites 
~timated Cost Cost ot Buildi!!Ss and Estimated 
Site o? taiiC other Development~ Total aost 
- DOllars Dollars Dollars 
No. l 50,200 1,420.470 1.470,670 
Mo. 2 21,460 1,420,470 1,441,930 
No. s 16.460 1.420,470 l,436,9SO 
No. 4 15,460 1,420,470 1,435,930 
Source: 91. 
The next, Table XVI, Shows the estimated annual 
payment neoessary to amortize the total cost of eaCh ot 
the 4 markets over a 30-year period. 
Table XVI 
~timat&d Annual Payment Neeeasarz to Amortize ~otal ~ 
of~~~ Markets Q.!!.£ Thirty Years 
Estimated Total Estimated Annual Amortization 
Site 
-
Market Iiivestm.ent Pe.ll!!ent for 30 Years -
No. l $1,470,670 $85,050 
No. 2 1,441,930 83,385 
No. 3 1,436,930 83,100 
No. 4 1,435,930 83,040 
Source: 91. 
* 
91. 
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The estimated annual revenue needed to amortize 
the investment and to pay annual taxes and operating ex-
penses of each of the four proposed markets ar·e presented 
in Table XVII. 
Table XVII 
Estimated Annual Revenue Needed~ Amortize the Investment 
!E!! ~ Pay Annual Taxes !!!2, Operating Expenses 2!.. ~ EJ.. 
~ Four Markets 
Site--
~ No. 1 No. 1a No. ! No. i Dollars po!rera Doiiars DoUara 
Salaries 51,6:SO 5l,&ao 51,.630 51.630 
Wages 37.500 '91,500 '91,600 :37,500 
Operating Expenses 
and Upkeep 14,130 14,100 14,130 14,130 
Taxes 50,165 44,.180 43,920 43,665 
Amortizetion 85,060 83,386 M,lOO 83,040 
Totals 238,475 230,825 230,280 230,166 
Source: 91. 
The question which at times can mean the "stick 
thet breaks the camel's baok,a 1a Who should finance and 
build the market? Those concerned would be the Wholesaler~ 
jobbers, growers, and retailers, as well as railroad com-
panies, trucking companie a,. bankers,. property owners, real 
estate promoters, industries allied with the distribution 
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of fresh fruits end vegetables. and several governmental 
agencies. Group action among these would be the logical 
answer to the question; however, human nature does not 
usually work in so neat a pattern. Therefore, some 
agency 1r0uld seem to be the practical thing to pursue 
that can build the market.* Since control usually goes 
to the agency that finances, it would be very much of a 
risk to allow such control in the hands of a railroad, or 
a restricted group of dealers, or a particular organiza-
tion of farmers, and the like, unless the financing could 
be separated from control. 
As far as concerns the independent dealer of 
fruits and produce, and some of the smaller chains not 
equipped with their own produce warehouse facilities, a 
market of the type that is needed 1n the Twin Cities will 
be almost a monopoly where facilities are concerned. 
Therefore, adequate safeguards should be provided; for the 
market is a servant of the public. 
It appears, however, that it would not matter 
who undertook the financing, ao long as: (l) The market 
1a in the right location* properly designed and equipped; 
(2) the money will be handled wisely; and (3} the facili-
ties will be used in the interest of tbe industry and the 
public. 
* 80, P• 95. 
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~. Managing E!!! 1!!! Jlarket 
Once these purposes were recognized, the market 
could be built by (a) a private corporation, or (b) a 
public corporation. 
(a) ! frivate Corporation. A private corpora-
tion would need to be subJect to certain regulations. Its 
stockholders might be the general public or even the pro-
duce dealers. Regulations should guard against the ex-
acting of exorbitant rentals, or unreasonable rule making. 
Regular maintenance of the facilities must be cheeked. To 
insure the enforcement of such regulations. it may be fea-
sible to declare the facilities to be public utilities. 
but this status should not extend. to the actual buying and 
selling operations. 
(b) ]! Public Conoration. A public corporation 
would be established by government agencies for the sole 
purpose of establishing and. operating the market. This 
would vary from a private corporation in that it would 
not operate for private gain but rather in the public 
interest. In this t-ype of organization, regulations com-
ing out of the •Jiarket Authority• should not attempt ac-
tually to operate the market; i.e., *it should not do the 
actual buying and selling of foods."* Its p:rovinGe might 
take in selling hours end similar matters which affect the 
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efficiency of the market. 
Based on the foregoing locational and financial 
analyses. it would appear that site number 2 comes closest 
to satisfying the three factors in choosing a market site, 
namely, accessibility to transportation, shortest time-
distance to buyers, end sufficient area available at a 
reasonable cost. 
If the managing of the market were to b e in the 
hands of a public corporation, Choosing site number 2 
would perhaps best depend upon State ccntrol rather than 
upon the joint municipalities, since the location is in 
neither Minneapolis nor st. Paul.* This would be in con-
gruence with the management of the State Health Department. 
Also, the mustering of funds could reasonably be expected 
to be ea.aiez· through State grant-in-aid with possible 
additional assistance from the Federal government. 
Alternatively, it the market were to be managed 
by the two municipalities, then perhaps site number l 
might be preferred since it lies within both city limits. 
Such a joint city venture should not be thought of as un-
realistic. The cities of Minneapolis and st. Paul have 
long ago learned to 11 ve in close harmony. To u.se the 
words of Mr. Alfred stedman, Agricultural Editor of the 
rtst. Paul Pioneer Press," 8 Precedenta for such a joint 
* 112. 
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operation are the Twin Cities sewage systems and municipal 
airport. The cities also are served by one power system."* 
c. Interest !g Planned Market !mprovements 
1. General Interest 
The principal defects aa discussed in the pre-
vious chapter. have caused many independent dealers to 
be gravely concerned. The rapid growth of corporate and 
voluntary chains around them have affected some indepen-
dent dealers in one way, and others in another. Some feel 
that the future for independent produce wholesalers is 
hopeless, and any ambitious program designed to help them 
would be fruitless, While the others feel very hopeful in 
that while their positions are being threatened. tha only 
course to take is to improve in their efficiency--to e-
liminate ~ defects. 
2. A!! Ex!!Ple ,!!! Success 
An excellent example of an independent produce 
wholesaler is the Hancock Nelson Company in st. Paul. 
The thinking of this fil'lll is d1ametr·ically opposite from 
that of a voluntary chain wholesaler. The :Nelson Company 
provides no extra services for the retailer whatsoever. 
The idea of this old but progressive firm is to get the 
goods to the retailer at the least possible cost~ and 
eliminate all trills of wholesaling. Its customers are 
some of the biggest independent super market operators 
* 68. 
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in W.nneaota. 
It was only 3 years ago that Hancock Nelson 
moved from its old, multi-storied, and inefficient build-
ing, and moved into a new one-floor 110,000 square foot 
warehouse in the Midway district. It is said that soon 
they will be needing more space.• 
'!'he success or this company is illustrated only 
by way or proving that there is a lot of room for the 
efficient merchant in Minnesota, and that there is no 
sound basis for real fear or retail chaina•** This feel-
1ng of optimism by the independent wholesaler and retailer 
is an unexplained peculiarity or Minnesota whereby not a 
single national food chain has even been successful. The 
A. & p. is now in the process o£ liquidating ita final 
units in the Twin Citi~a Area. Eighty-five percent of 
the food business goes to the independents to include the 
regular end supermarket stores, and the local corporate, 
voluntary, and cooperative chains, while the remaining 
15 percent goes to the national and regional chsins.**lt 
3. Attitude of some Chains 
--
Typical of the attitude some of the local chains 
have toward the independent produce wholesaler is that 
voiced by the produce buyer of the largest chain in st. 
* 69. 
** 98. 
·- 69. 
Paul in an interview with the 111I'iter: 
We would welcome seeing the old 
wholesalers convert to modern methods. 
We do about 90 percent of our fresh 
fruit and vegetable bu.7ing from 
J&inneapol1s jobbers, and the rest 
from jobbers in st. Paul. In both 
cities they are inefficient but 
they must pay the consequences; 
they simply take a small markup to 
be competitive to keep selling to 
us. We do not maintain a warehouse 
for fresh fruita and vegetables, and 
the same case exists with some of our 
fellow chain competitors. We would 
all welcome a better located and 
efficient produce terminal.* 
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4. Possible Alternative Uses tor the Land and Facilities 
-----
!!! the Existing Markets 
In consideration of the close proximity of the 
St. Paul central produce market and public market to the 
downtown shopping district. once relocation were decided 
upon, it would appear most advisable to utilize the aban-
doned area as a parking lot. As for the old central mar-
ket as well as the present public market area in Minnea-
polis, it is believed that these areas could serve as 
excellent sites for light industrY•** 
* 104. 
** 91. 
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VII. Benefits to be Derived from a New Market 
The basic criteria upon which the success of a 
new wholesale produce market can be measured are: (1) 
Savings in distribution costs; (2) increase in sales 
volume; and (3) better qQality ot produce reaChing the 
consumer. Therefore, prior to beginning development of 
a market, some estimates ot possible savings, if any, 
should be made. In addition to the tangible savings 
discussed herein, a number of other savings, not so 
readily measurable. would result tram such a market. For 
example, the same amount of business could be handled with 
less labor through properly deaigned wholesale stores and 
farmers 1 sheds becau" of the ability of doing business 
in a snorter period or time and with fewer employees. 
A. Possible savings ~ Certain Marketing Costs ~.! Selle£! 
Special attention was given in the survey to cer-
tain items ot cost incurred by all independent wholesaler• 
in the Twin Cities, particularly those coats which would 
be affected by operations in a new market. It should be 
pointeo out, however, that the cost items that were fur-
nished by the dealer·s are not all inclusive--important 
items such as labor, and many other expenses are not in-
eluded. Since data for only those sellers. except far-
mers, for whom space is provided 1n a new market are 
included, their present costa may be compared with esti-
mated costs in the new market. 
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1. Dealere 
As shown in Table XVIII. dealers in the new 
market would pay in rentals about $168.360 per year, or 
$sa.604 more than they now pay. The cartage from rail 
cars would be reduced in a new market from the present 
estimated $254.916 to $78.534, While rail receipts would 
be unloaded from cars directly into stores, this expense 
1s not necessarily eliminated entirely since there would 
continue to be a charge for use of sale platforms, i.e., 
a charge for the display, sale, and delivery of products 
arriving by any means of transportation. The losses of 
$225,675 from spoilage, deterioration, and theft result-
ing from current inefficient .facilities and methods of 
handling is estimated to drop about 50 percent to $112,838. 
Thus, a net savings of $220.615 per year would result--
Table XVIII 
Estimated Savings ~ Thirtt-!!2! Produce Wholesalers f!2! 
Operations !a .!. Proposed !!! .!&rket B! ~ !,!!!! Cities 
Estilllated 
]!!! ?resent Costs 
Rent for store and 
office facilities.... $ 99,756 
Cartage from team 
tracks to stores..... 254,916 
Loss from spoilage, de-
terioration, & theft. 225,6?5 
Totals $580,34? 
Sour"Ce: 91. 
Estimated Cost in 
Proposed Market 
78,534 
112,838 
$359,?32 
almost enough to pay off the fixed annual burden of 
$230,825, as shown 1n Table XIX below. 
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The increase in rentals would amount to approxi-
mately 66 percent. HoweYer, as Table XIX indicates, about 
'!'able XIX 
Estimated Costs ~ Annual EXpenditures 2£ ~ !!! Market 
ill ~ ~ ..:C;.;;i;..;;t.;;;;i.;;.e-.a 
Coat of J.farket Dollars 
Land. • • • • • • • 21,460 
1,420,4'70 Buildings and facilities • 
Total.. • • • • • 
Annual !xpenditures 
Amortization • • • • 
Management, maintenance, 
Taxes • • • • 
Total. • • • • 
• 1,441,930 
• 
etc. 
• 
• 
63,385 
103,260 
44,180 
2:50,825 
Soureea Based on Site No. 2, chap. VI. 
49 percent# of the amount requireu for rentals in a new 
market would go toward amortisation of facility costs. 
The annual expenditures, as listed in Table 
XVII, page 100, must of course come out of rentals of 
stores to dealers, fees for the use of sale platforms, 
rentals for office apace, and rentals of sheds to farmers 
I $83,385 in ratio to rent ot $168,360 (Table XVIII} is 
about 49 percent. 
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and truckers. If', however, the 1118I'ket were developed by 
the dealers, the equity of each occupant would increase 
from year to year. 
2. Truckers~ Farmers 
In a new market truckers and farmers would pay 
stall rents about equal to those paid for the use of pre-
sent facilities. Possible savings to this group would 
come from time saved on daily trips to the market brought 
about largely by the elimination of' traffic congestion. 
Also, the farmers should experience higher revenues be-
cause of the increased buyer traffic.# 
B. Posaible Savipgs ~ Buyers 
The buyers interviewed by the wri tar all agreed 
.that the;r suffer serious delays due to traffic congestion 
and that wholesalers are unable to give them prompt ser-
vice at present locations and through inefficient facili-
ties. The lessening of' a split market would also be a 
savings in valuable time to the bu;rer who could then fill 
almost his entire orders in one centralized location. 
C. Benet! ts !2 Municipalities 
Both cities would share in benefits arising from 
the establishment of an adequate wholesale market. Heav;r 
traffic now attracted near the downtown sections of the 
cities by reason of' wholesale market operations would be 
I For detailed account. see section D, chapter IV. 
lll 
diverted, and policing or these sections would be s1mpl1-
ried. It would also be easier ror the cities to eni'orce 
sanitary regulations in a new market than in present 
scattered racilitiea. 
D. Benerits ~ Consumers 
Finally. consumers in the area would be poten-
tial benericiariea 1n that produce handled through a new 
conaolid~ted market should reach them in better condition 
and at lower prices. 
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VIII. SammarJ and Conclusions 
The importance, historical development, des-
cription, defects and proposals for improvement of the 
wholesale fruit and vegetable markets in Minneapolis and 
St. Paul have been presented. 
'!he Twin Cities have for almost a hundred years 
been important to the Upper r.tidwest area. Although the 
distribution area bas shrunken overthe past twenty years, 
due largely to the widespread use of trucking, the Twin 
Cities ares. continues to hold the "edge" as en important 
terminal market. This is because railroads remain domi-
nant in the shipping in of fresh fruits and vegetables. 
A survey by the writer disclosed the following 
defects to exist in the area: (l) A split market. with 
facilities scattered in many areas; (2) lack of rail 
connections to stores; (~) inefficiencies of wholesale 
fruit and vegetable stores; (4) lack of truckers' and 
farmers' facilities; and (5) leek of market regulations. 
These defects are costly not only in higher distribution 
costa, but in lower sales volume and lesser quality of 
p1'0duet reaching the consumers. 
It appears that the best solution to the 
dealers' ills is to establish a new • unified market place 
Where it would have accessibility to transportation, have 
the shortest average time-distance to buyers, and also an 
area that could be acquired at a reasonable cost. Site 
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number 1 has been recommended provided the market were to 
be under joint citJ management; site number 2 if under 
State or private management. 
Great care should be exercised 1n whom the trust 
of financing the undertaking is placed. Its management 
might be of a private corporate or public corporate type. 
'fhe wholesalers in the central markets of Minne-
apolis and st. Paul, during the u. s. D. A. survey of 
1952-~, estimated that a savings of about 60 percent of 
their present cartage and spoilage costs could be had in 
a new, efflCient market. The savings from cartage alone, 
due to direct track facilities, would exceed $176.350 or 
a savings of about 70 percent of the present bill. 
Those directly engaged 1n the fruit and vegetable 
business--sellers, buyers, transporters, and growers---as 
well as consumers, would benefit from real efficiency in 
the handling of these products. The conclusion, based on 
this stud}', is that such real efficiency would be achieved 
in a new, modern consolidated market. 
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A.a.lo.a• - • 4r • ~ .,. 
VljJI .. •.~.t •••••••• ., • • •• ---· .. ----·----..... -!'otala •••• ••••••·•• -S0.2JtJ !fi,JttYD 16,ltbb !2•1§0 '(6,800 $ •. 1li0 
u. 'Blat are tho a.tlM.tM oporai;f.lt& up-• of • oo-114dod nola-
•1• au'tot 1aa111tlbs Mlorlaa aDII par Ilia ~-~1' opaano u4 ap-
koap. bat oulniag .-riildioa u4tUM7 $ ~~D~ • 
11. Wild are tllo ani-.te4 UT111C• of Mallet au nolonlor lllaJ'er• 
:lB tllo pr.,.... urbt at tllo Twta C1t1oaf $ Not obt.?.1lled. 
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l4oo 1111&~ U'O 'the eAlsai:H euiJI&O Of faraero ia pt'epo ....... t~ at 
the Twill otu .. t 
Co-' of 'it. apeiR 1a Rll1q ••••••• 
c.n of u .. len O.o to -tnttto 
00~-.lto-. ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Silo of Tohl 
(ft~ . puill'k . t!eL 'I 
stoma n~ ~. zat x ~a . 
~ ••••••• ·······~· 221· X fiOafS 1 B:»>lteN·1 ottt~•e 
~·-<ta.ooo aq. tt. 
at •tfno.v over 10 un1 te). 300 aq. n. 1- corrldol'a 40 
F...-. .. •4~kera1 ·~ {mowll-~~ ...... 
-fie MWloOaUon)•••• 18 X~ 
Jubll¢ ~ Ia lF l•••••••• • ~ t.zoaclral 
l.eatl«if.n ~olea (lin. n..) -
JfGtll • trt\eke { 11n. ft.). • 
tesa -~ (11n. tt..).. -
~ JQ4t.ohes tpl mkt... .. 
~,. Ilk - \Bq• ~·· 6 ~.................. • 
Stol'm •••ere (l1n. tt.).. -
Ss.n1taey sewera. 8 1noh. .. 
c·un. n.) •. ·-· .......... . 
~ts ••••••.•••• -•••• 
Pub11o a.d<l.reaa a;rst.em •••• 
l!;lbllo aoaJ,e (a) ••••••••• 
.. 
.. 
-... 
Pence-:. •_ • •-• • :..• • • • • • ... • • • • • _ __. .. _ ... 
y 
2 
2.l;Jl0 
15 
1 
l 
§.m 
SUbtotal \D)••••••••••• ~~.:~.~!~!~~= ____ ... __ _ 
-
81.,000 
-
U$.000 
150 1,500 
8.50 
8.5Q 
a .. so 
14,.160 
20,6:!58 
oo.c,a 
1,250 1o.ooo 
2.25 310,500 
::s.oo 22.500 
2.00 4,2f'JO 
150 2.250 
-
1,200 
-la~ 
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16. llld .... ta maate4 total ee.t of lhd alld or buillliap aM 
ether deYolepiiiDia ...... oadll4 tar a •-Uclate4 'llholo..Uo fruit aJUl 
'ftl!:atalllo ..nat oa Ilia altarari1..,.. llit .. at tllo Trill c::tu .. t 
... 1 ••• 
... a ••• 
... a ••• 
... •... 
... 1 ••• 
!lo. •••• 
lT. Jhat 1a tile maate4 ·-.J tu .., .... of tao pftpooe4 wllol .. alo 
tnit ... '"latUlo •rtat .. tho as ott .. , TriJI ctu .. t 
... 1 • 
.... a ••• 
... ·•··· ....... 
... '··· 
... '··· 
' el tM 
11• Maat a tho aelS..te4 U'lllaal £_., MOOOOI'f te -rtiao tatal 
.. .a or ....... ...,.... a torioct ot · roara at ..:... peroout il&anllt 
u oaela of ah oii .. f 
... 1 ...... .. 
... 2 •••••• 
..,. a ...... . 
.... •······ . s •••••• 
... '······ 
lt. ~ a tile o.tlat.e4 •-•1 ........ o ....... w uortbo tbe ia-
__._ll'l aJid to pq -•1 t- aJid operatiJl& oapoDHa or tbe pro-
,.... wllelo .. lo -.rkot oa -• ·of 6 ott .. at tllo Tw.U c::tu .. t 
Jlll 
Salari•••••••••••••• 
'~·············· o,ombc allll •• .., 
!'ax ................. . 
a.trt1-.iioa •••••••• 
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10. llbat -u u the oeU...ted ariD&• to tile t!_ whol...U tnau 
ami •osnaltle 4oalero lA the propoo.C •rtot at tllo Tria Citloo 
Rut for nora alllli oftiH fulUtloo. • ..... · .. 
c.n ... troa •- truke to •3•• , · · . · 
Looo llf .,.uoso ami 4norlord · •• 
Lea• -.,. ill.tt ..K.l!..Y.!!J&- •• • •• •• •. • •·- • • La~ ••• ~-~............... -
-· - = v••er••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•• 
-.. 
Zlo lllat aro th rooa•oa4o4 e.lhraatlYO .... tor tl:lo laa4 ud faol-
UUoo lA tllo o:d.oUD& artnol 
lliDIIOOpOllo llarkd ...-.... __ ,:: 
•• Pal Marta .&I'Oe•--....:lA"i==='=•=-•lD='----------
The ar1&J.aotor of tlllo qa•oUouairo wiol:loo to oilloaro]J' 
thdt aU l .. lYU.alo wbo helped .aka tlao 11011ploti- of thio qaod1o.-
u!N pealllle. It ill hepo4 tbct tho fonat of tJao qaooUoao abcwo 
eolao1 ... -..!a wit!a tlao u.a.D.~ ...t...-1al to fao111tato roa47 aaowor-
1111• 
1•1 
'l'JaH4oro C • Cll1okl1e 
Ian. lA &ooJIOIIioe ol Bun•- All. 
llualonar OoUoso, a. Pal 5 1 lllu. 
After 11011plet1ag1 pleaoo ail tllio qaod1oiiii&1J'o to the a'lwro 
-- ... ........ '1'laallt ,... .. 
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